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THREE MORE SALOON
LICENSE TAKEN AWAY
BOARD OF ALDERMEN LAST t
EVENING REFUSED TRIO
OF APPLICATIONS
FOR RENEWAL.
THIS MAKES SEMEN
IN ALL WITHHELD
Distilleries Company and Quarles Re-
fused Account Obscene Liters
ture, and Rickman Because
Residents Objected.
T. (BUD) QUARLES, of op-
t pOsite Union Depot.
J. M. RICKMAN, of 1814 Bridge
street, Mechanicsburg.
PADUCAH DISTILLERIES
-COMPANY of to3 South Second
street.
During a session of the aldermen
Mat evening at the general assembly
chamber the above saloon licenses
'le taken away.frore the proprie-
• for different reaeons. This
-a seven licenses refused alto-
' this time by the legislative
. arities, the four others being
Imes Lindsay of opposite the
piano Knitting mills on Eighth toot
Jones streets, and Theo Peters.
Oscar Denker and William Estes
all of Eleventh and Broadway.
jatess, Denket and Peters were re-
fused licenses at Eleventh and
Broadway by the council because of
the continued insults school girls and
woman had thrown at them while
they Were passing by the grogshops,
in front of which crowds of half
4t, drunken men constantly congregated.The council also refused Lindsay on
South Eighth street because the aoo
girls and women workirq at the
knitting mills have to withstand the
Insults of the crowd of loafer,
around the saloon. Rejection of
these four by the council obviate/
the necessity of these applications
being brought before the alderman,
because Adverse action by the lower
beard killed them. The council
granted Quarks, The Paducah Dis-
tilleries c( mpany, and J. M. Rickman,
but when the aldermen got hold of
the applications they were rejected.
and these three saloons have to close,
together with the four the council
• put to the bad.
Sold on Stmciao and to Children.
When the Rickman request for a
renewal of the license was presented
last night, Hon Mike Oliver ap-
peared and made an address on be-
half of the respectable people living
around Rickman's place, which is
tight at the Mechanicsburg end of
the Sixth street bridge spanning
island creek. Attorney Oliver pre-
sented affidavits showing negroes
1411114:SS WAS NOT
ALLOWED TO TELL
OF WARNING HE RECEIVED
FROM FELTNER TO
GIVE MAFtCUM.
Beattyville, Ey., July to.—The first
witness introduced this morning by
Ihe commonwealth, in thc Veal of Jim
liargie and Ed Callahan for the mur-
der of Marcum, was A. S. Johnson, of
Jackson. Witneee. saw J. B. Marcum
Sunday evening before he was killed
on alloneLay. .He was talking to Tom
Waite when Ofarcurn passed by.
White joined Awbury Spicer anti tol-
I awed Mlarcum up the street. Wit-
noes was not allowed to tell of warn-
ings he received from Feltner to give
to .Marctars regarding pion to kill
hint The commonwealth ma& the
avowal, however. liezeiciab Combs,
of Morgan county, was in Jackson tile
day alarcesm was killed lie saw
Tom 'White, Curt Jett and John 'I'.
Noble in conferenoe Owen Marcirin
came down the street toward the
court linUf.t.
Evidence Ruled Out
Alt yesterday afternoon's session
Jludge L. G Lewis, of Hyden, Leslie
county, was placed on the stand, bot
the court held his testimony was not
competent, and it was neoessary to
make the avowal in order to make
the evidence parti of the record.
Judge Dory also refused to per-
mit She reading of the indictment re-
turned against J. B. Marcum by Jan
Hargis. although it was coutended
the ceermionweatir to be competent
as tending to show motive on the
part of Hargis to have Marcum dc-
The defense seriously objected to
Shy and all of the testimony of Miciee
Feltner, on the ground that he was
one of the alleged conspirators, and
one therefore not competent to tes-
tify. Jaidste Dorvey took the position
however. that Millt0aM was not killed
according to any of the compassion
em-des-rd into by Feltner, if tie was
killed in the Furtherance of any con-
spiracy at all, and held that Feltner's
L testinvotry. or a part of it, at leset,
was competent
dhis morning and remain closed
Used Obsesoe Literature.
The request of J. T. (Bud) Quarles
for - a renewal wee then prevented
He bleeps in the hotel building owned
by Frednum and Keiler several hun-
dred feet from the union depot. On
his application being read Rev
Thompeon of the Baptist church and
Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway
Mkthodso church, addreseed the al-
dermen. urging that Quarles' license
be taken awry because very vulgar
and obscene literature has been
congregated around the place, held used by him to advertise his business.
dances until long after midnight, that, Mb'. Quarles stated to the board that
Rickman had sold liquor both on the Iterstitsre was gotten out five
Sunday and to children, and con-, years ago and none ever used by hen
ducted a *ry disorderly place. He I since them The ministers claimed
bad ladies' and gentlemen to give tihis made it all the worse, because
oral evidence to these facts. I for five years this degrading stuff has
Minister Squelches Young Lawyer, I been circulating among the school
!Wheeler Campbell a young layer boys and adieldiren of this city, wreck-
Isere, appeared and addressed the 'ileac their morality. On the vote be-
board, advocating that the disorderly ing tialuen Quarles' license was taken
saloon be continued at that place. *war Starks, Palmer, afille-r, Bell,
During the arguments Rev. Calvin Chamblin and Hubbard voting to do
Thompson of the First Baptist rhis, while Hardc and Farley voted for
church, who was present to protest ()lark% tO
14j2ifict certain licenses, requested the The Padurah, Distilleries Company
sidemen to refuse Iiicknsan's license. a 103 South Second street does a
Young Campbell at this disgusted wholesale busioese, but runs a saloon
everybody present by becomin very in the building. On the r application
ject ona y
critiCign ulsi ugthe minister. liy asking in
a sneerng riaitner if "The I.ord and
devil had pitied a partnership.' re-
ferring toi Df Thortwor as the
Lord's repreintative. and Hon. Mike
Oliver as the devil, because these
4wo oppressed Rkkrron'e license.
Rev. Thompson in a very gentleman-
ly, courteous, hut cutting way replied
that ?he Lord and devil had not form-
ed a league, because if they had they
would without doubt have taken n
Campbell as the partner for the
devil's side, This squelched the young
lawyer, who sat confused and dumb-
founded by this nice wayoin which
the able divine put Campbell "out of
buairsese,"
Over an hour was consumed ells-
cleaving the matter, and finally the ati4
dernien hy munition" vote took
Rickman's 'Irene e from him, and
'thereby respected the wishes of the
respectable people living around the
place and also the desires of Rev.
Thompson. Rickman has to close
EDMUND P. NOBLE
PASSED AWAX
BREATHED HIS LAST YESTER-
DAY MORNING AT 8:30
O'CLOCK AT RAIL-
  -ROAD-H 06-P1-PA L.  
PROMINENT MAN OF
STANDING AND INTEGRITY
OPERATION FOR APPENDI-
CITIS PRODUCED COMPLI-
CATIONS THAT CAUSED
DEATH YESTERDAY.
Leading Citizen Who Had Lead a
Long and Honored Career,
Both in Private and Pub-
lic Life.
Another prominent and highly re-
spected citizen of Paducah was yes-
terday called to the unknown land in
the person of lion. Edward P.
Noble, who passed away at 8:30
o'clock at the Illinois Central rail-
road hospital on West -Broadway,
surrounded by all but two members
of his family. With his dissolution
there passes from life a man of in-
tegrity. uprightness and high stand-
ing in this community.
For the past few years 'fr. o'bble
had suffered more less with stom-
ach trouble, but not to the degree
that he was confinioi abed. Ten days
ago he was stricken with. appendicitis
which from the o.aset was in a most
violent form, and his condition was
regarded as quite serious. His phy-
sicians feared the advisability of
operating upon him, and last week
summoned from St. Louis one of the
West's most eminent specialists, Dr.
Hervey K. Mudd, who found that an
operation was the last resort. Mr
Noble was then moved from his
handsome home on West -Broadway
near Wallace park, to the Illinois
Central hospital, where last Thurs-
day the operation was undergone, it
being performed by Dr. Mudd, with
assistance of Chief Surgeon, D. G.
Merrell and Dr. J. Q. Taylor, two
latter of the hospital corps. Mr.
Noble stood the operation well, but
was in such a weakened condition
that he lingered along until yester-
day morning when he passed away
of exhaustion due to complication*
August 4th, 1847 the deceased was
born in Louisvillle, Ky., being the
son of Col. John C. Noble and wife,
Elizabeth Noble. When the son was
only ten years of age the family re-
moved to this city, which has ever
sirce been their home. Col. Noble
was sthe nestor of the Kentucky
press, and a very brilliant man, who.
shortly after coming here, started the
newspaper known as the Paducah
Herald, and it was a power in this
state, being distinctive on account of
its great editorials from the versatille
pen of the brilliant proprietor. The
father was associated in this business
with his son. Mr. E. P. Noble for
some years, but later the latter be-
came the local representative of the
Bryan and Thompson Tobacco com-
pany of New Orleans. The tobacco
concern went out of business, and
with Mr. Frank Miller, the deceased
during 1881 started the E. P. Noble
and company produce, commission
and wholesale grocery concern. The
following year Mr. Miller retired,
and Mr. Noble then took as a silent
partner, the late Col. Thomas H.
Per ar the wealth tobacconist
who remained associated with the
business until z892 when the Noble-
Overby ccmpany was organized. The
firms managed by the deceased did
a very saccessful business, considered
tle largeet in this end of the state.
Licensee Granted. Two years ago Mr. Noble sold the
The other licenses held up were wholesale business to Covingtorg
then granted, they having been la el Bros. & Co. in order that he cot'.' 
overon account of mistakes in the accept the ,presidency of the r-1
s lsponsible place he held until l
street numbers, etc. They were ss i Bank and Trust company,
follows: 
 wh
Nichols and DeBcie of got North
Ninth.
Charles F. Schrader of 233 North
Thirteenth.
George H. Andrecht of 40o North
Twelfth.
Mitchell & Dearmont of im32 North
Tenth,
Thigh Boyle of 132 South Fourth. sighted men of this state, as
unanimously rejected and the license
taken away, Rev Ne tell aod Rev.
Thompsonoirging this became of the
obscene literature used to advertize
this place also.
III 6•11010•IM
MUMS LOSE COUNTY WON'T LET CONTRACT
MUCH CLOTHING FOR COUNTY POOR HOUSE
SOME THIEF INVADED THE
CAMP MAINTAINED BY
LABORERS.
Suits of Clothing and Revolver
Taken—Ben Hill Carried Back
to Wingo Yesterday.
The police are looking for some
thieves who entered the camp of
Italians out near the fair grounds and
stole a pistol, several suits of cloth-
ing, broke open the trunks and took
numerous articles of value.
The Italians were all imported into
this city to do track work for the
street railway company, and they are
living in a camp out near the fair
grounds. While the laborers were
away at work, someone invaded the
camp and made the raid.
Lad Taken Back.
Ben Hill was yesterday morning
taken back to Wingo, Ky., by Mar-
shal Jackson who arrested him here
Monday night on the charge of
breaking into the McNeely general
merchandise establishment at Wingo
and stealing $25. Hill lives at that
place, and after the theft, came here.
He claims to be innocent.
Unknown Drunk.
Officer John Hessian last night
arrested an unknown drunken man
ond locked him up. The man was
riding a bicycle out by Oak Grove
cemetery, and falling off, lay
sprawled on the ground, until found
by some parties who notified the
police and he was sent for.
bright mind caused an endowment
years to show him •a man of great
great knowledge that served for
of
Nnble achie-ved -,uccesses in
everything he uttdertook, either in
private or public life. When this
place joined the cities of the second
class several years ago, he was wise-
ly selected by Mayor Yeiaer as one
of the members for the newly
treated aldermanic board. lie was
elected president of this august body,
and there is decisve and quitk rul-
ings were something remarkable, as
everything he did • tended towards
enhancing the city's interests. He
was one of the fairest and most im-
partial presiding officials ever sitting
in th city, and was greatly admired
by an for the just manner in which
be guarded the public's interests.
Aftcr serving as an aldermen for
many, months, he resigned, on ac-
count of his private intrests de-
mandipg mqst of his attention. Af-
terwards the mayor named him as
a menaber of the board of public
works,. and there his executive abil-
ity was not to be ignored, as he
was immediately elected president
and served in that honored capacity
until about two months ago when he
had to resign on moving to his new
residence that sits outside the muni-
cipal limits. In this board his deep
convictions that the public's business
should receive far more consideration
than that of any private party, was
evidenced at every point, and when
he stepped out his illustrious record
was one of which any human should
be proud, as it is always pointed to
as a pride and credit to the city. He
was bound by no ties whatever, poll-
Leal or friendship, in his public life,
ard with an unswerving hand always
al a dignified manner managed things
for the people," in an enviable man-
Less career had brought him in close
contact with' information and know-
ledge that proved of vast value in
helping build up the city while in
pubrc% qt. His keen perception of
Ws and shl'evid insigb: into
NV 00 Id be best, fitted •him for
excellent service g:ven thc
i; aas married twice. his
first wifelbeing Miss Mary Robb
of this Illy, to whom he was united
c n No her oath, 1P70. To vi 
this tuition there were born
Lee Hite of 934 Husbands.
Lee S. Robinson of rig Broadway.'
L. T. elark of rcos Noah Twelfth.
Sinn Starks of Tao South Second.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
death
Mr. Noble was a man of unu
success, as each business yen
proved solid and substantial.
executive ability was something
a marked nature, and long yea
since stamped him as one of t
most reliable, shrewdest and fa
seemed possessed of an unusual keen
ness, which caused him to thorough-
ly master any proposition within a
short time. He had been early in
life a very deep and constant student;
and applications of his exceedingly
WHOSE DOG STRAYED
INTO CAN OF BEEF
LICENSE TAG OF CHICAGO
CANINE FOUND IN TIN
OF MEAT.
Hist, asist and a few more hist,
hisses the Chicago Examiner. Here
ore the essential ingredients of a
four-ply mystery containing a can of
beef and a dog. The can, by the
-say, contained part of the dog and
his license tn. This license tag--
No. 13506, Chicago, with the initials
R. F. C.—is part of the mystery.
News of the mystery reached Chi-
cago last night from Williamsburg,
Va. Part of the news was not
mysterious at all. That section of it
that was transparently clear had to
do with the finding by the purchaser
in Roxbury, Va., of a can of Chicago
beef with a Chicago dog lkense in
the can. The purchaser, strange as
it may seem, clid not relish this ex-
cess baggage in the can. In fact, he
and all his friends quit eating canned
meat.
With every myste-y there goes a
c:ew. The clew in this one was the
number of the dog license tag. The
oaramount question then - became,
"whose little dog strayed into the
canned beef?'
Search of the records was insti-
tuted. More than twenty dogs had
borne the number. Some of those
canines were accounted for. Among
them were the dogs of Mrs. R. Rex-
straw, on, West Superior street;
Dent. Laurent, 3oo8 Parnell avenue
and R. F. Roehl, 245 Dayton street.
The identity of th evacancy in the
list of dogs who have borne the tag
has not yet been ascertained with
definiteness. That makes the mys-
tery, you see.
GREAT TIME
AT S. SI PICNIC
NEARLY go PEOPLE WENT TO
ALMO TODAY FOR THE
OUTING.
The W. C. T. U. Meets Tomorrow at
First Baptist Churcb--Metho-
dist Reception. Tonight.
'Exactly 487 people went down to
Aetna yesterday on the N., C. & St.
1.. railroad epeciad trati to attend
the picnic given by the Presbyterian
Sunday schools of this city. The
train left here at 8 o'clock yesterday
morning with that number aboard,
and a fine day was spent upon the
popular picnic geounds, it being the
annual outing for this &nomination.
The delegation returned at 6 o'clock
'MI the evening. and despite the large
crowd of chadren out, not the slight-
est mishap occurred during the entire
day. .
W. C. Ts U. Tomorrow.
The W C. T. U. holds its weekly
meeting tomorrow afternoon at 4
&dock at the First Baptist church.
and duri4ng the gathering there will
.be discuiseed the duty of the "White
xi
C ITC ttrnst 311CCS.
Methodist Reception.
This evening the Third street
Methodist church gives its big recep-
tion complimentary to the eighty
new membets taken in(during the bg
tent revival on South Fifth street
severs! • weeks ago. A fine pro-
gramme has been outlined, refresh-
ments will be served. while Rev.
liumacker of Citifornia, will deliver
an address, he now visiting in this
two dhildren, Mr. Rabb c fY•
Noble, tha commission merchant of
this city, and Mrs. David Sanders.
wife of tile shoe drummer, also of
this city. Nearly six years ago his
wife died, and October 24th of last
year he wes wedded to Miss Emma
Reed,aatie only daughter of Hon.
addi Ried„ former proprietor of
he Palmer hotel. Shortly after the
(Continued on rage TOL). ,
Early Morning Death.
A Mrs. Brooks, step-daughter of
•-Mr. Julian Friant, engineer of the
light plant, died.at 1 o'clock tb:s
morning at her home in Rowland-
town. She as the wife of the furni-
ture dealer of 'Kentucky avenue, near
-d street. Owing to the latencies
I the hour no nother detals could
ne learned.
TiiiitEE CONTRAC-
TORS REJECTED BY FIS-
CAL Ctiolcr YESTER-
DAY MORNING.
COUNTY WILL DO THE
WORK BY ITSELF
Supervisor Bert Johnson Directed to
Put Down One Block of New
Tar Composition Road for
Experimentsal Par-
Yesterday the justices of the peace
composing the fiscal court for this
county held a meeting for the purpose
of opening the bids put in by contrac-
tom, the bids howing the figures
for what the contractors would con-
stews the couraty's new poor farm
building, Five miles out In the coun-
try. All the magistrates were present
oesterdiay anidl the bids were as fol-
lows:
W1TP. Karnes, $19,42o.
Jlacic Cole, $io775.
B. T. Davis, $20,992.
The magistrates rejected every
single one on the ground that they
wore entirely too high when there is
coosidered the arnottut of work to be
done.
'The court rejected the propositions
during the morning, after a long
wrangle. They then adjourned until
th e afternoon, when two more hours
were consumed discussing the matter,
which respite() in the officials finally
deciding to have the county do the
work, have his foremen under him
ing out to arty private contractor,
the authorities being of the op nion
that the totildkrs are entirely to*
high in their figures. In deciding to
build the poor home. the court will
work, have his foreman under :13".."-'
have the architect o superintend
and let eertrin firms ftwinsh the ma-
terial while the county will entPloy
the carpenters and binicic masons. The
justices believe they can save much
money in tills manner.
In considering the bisilding ques-
tio magistrates yesterday adopted a
resolution that, where -everything
was equal, union labor would be giv-
en the preference in county public
vrorkt
Before adjourning yesterday the
court ordered Mk. Bert Johnson, sup-
ervisor of county roads, to file item-
ized statements as to expenses in-
curred in doing puglic road work.
The fINI gi st rat ee also eftliPOWt red
the road supervisor to build one
biro* of the new tar composition
street for experimental purposes.
The composition is that kind moot by
the United State's government at
Jackson, Tenn., where experiments
arc being made.
The tar and gravel is spread on a
public thoroughfare. The Jackson
work was inspected by a delegation
of the fiscal court several week-, ago.
They were so well pleased that they
now order the supervisor to procure
the emoposit ion and spread it on an°
feet of West Broadway. commencing
at Twenty-fifth street and going to-
wards Wallace park. Twenty-fifth
street divides the city and county,
ntire
expense with excepten of the con°
tributions promised by the peopl
owning property lying on both sides
the road asothat point. The propo-
sition was p!SIced in the hands of. the
supervisor altogether, he to do the
entire werk and then if it proves sat-
isfactory and is a success, the county
antherit es will have much of the
work done.
RETURNS TO FACE ACCUSERS
Charles Berry Emerges From Exile
For TrS to Sysopoo Case.
- Boston, Mass.. July to.—Charles F
Berry. who was indicted in ttoe for
th embezzlement of $300a000 fore
estates of which he was trustee, r --
turned to this city today and surren-
dered himself to the district attorney,
Later he was arraigned in the su-
perior criminal court on the charge
of larceny and held in $ty,oc, bail,
which was furnished.
;ea' •
el;
FIGHTING CASE I NEW JUDGE'
WAS CONTINUED
JOYNES AND LALLY WILL 
GET
TRIAL. NEXT .SATURDAY
BEFORE MAGISTRATE.
STEVENSON WAPRANT
HELD UNTIL MONDAY
NUMBER OF SETTLEMEN
TS
ORDERED RECORDED IN
THE COUNTY COURT
BY JUDGE.
JUDGE EDWARD 
..PURYEAR
CONDUCTED FIRST SES-
.SION YESTERDAY.
Malicious Cutting Warrants 
Against
Lich and Others, Were Con-
tinued Until Today.
Judge Edward H .Puryear yest
er-
day morning held his first session
 of
:the police -court since his appo
int'
ment which was made the day before.
He presided with grace and dign
ity
born of constant handling of import
-
zoo questions, and run things like 
an
ex erienced hand, greatly to the 
sat.-
ofaction o every s,
Yesterday Ithe other court attaches.
Will Block ,Ed Scillian, Frank
Fich and Rudolphh Krebs were 
all
given continuances until today of the
warrant charging them with malic
-
iously rutting the young man named
Jordan at the dance last Wednes-
Jury in the, County Court
Decided That William Henry
Crockett Was Not Insane
—Other Matters.
In the court of _Justice Charles
Emery yesterday he continued until
,next Saturlay the warrant charging
Manager A. L loynes, of the
Cumberlantl Telephone comparoo and
'Grocer James Lally avith engaging in
a fight at the telephone exchange
en South Fourth street
. . 
Another Continuance. .
Squire Emery coortinued yesterday
until next Monday the warrant Con-
stable 'Lane got out -againsts:a young
man named Stevenson, charging him
with making indecent remarks to the
constable's family.
. Record .Sarttlements.
In the county court Judge !Light-1
foot has ordered recorded the set-
tlements made for the following es-
tates: Samuel Houston, Elihu Harris,
J. DI Hollos, A. T. Caldwel, F. H.
Allison, Emily Gram, John L. Pow
ell, Rose Heyman, Emma Niehaus
and Mable Harris. The settlements
for *Kate Zeies and Hallie 'Waltman
were ordered 'Tail saver fcrr thirty
days.
. Saloon 'Licenses.
The state saloon license of Rick-
man & Shulte has keen sold to John
Moore ,colored ,and transferred from
the old location to 704 akelansa
street.
L. 'C. Lee, of "Ninth and Washing-
ton streets, has transferred his state
saloon license to Mitchell & Dea-
montl, and changed the location to
1132 'South Tenth street.
. One Deed Lodged. .
E. C .Flumlee has sold to Edgar
Pryor for $400, property on Harison
street. The deed was lodged for re'
ord with the clerk yesterday.
. . Adjudged Not Crazy.. .
Yesterday in the county court Wm.
Henry 'Crockett was tried by a jury
and adjudged to be of sound mind.
He was then released. He is thelhot
tamale vender who lives in the cabin
to Alhe rear of the Mulvin residence
at Tenth and Broadway. Last Wed-
nesday he began acting suspiciously
and has been confined in jail ewer
since then, for fear he was •mentall
•deranged. The other man in the
jail charged with being a lunatic, will
be tried today.
day night near the St. Bernard Coa
comaprey's tipple tracks in Mechanics
burg.
Until tomorrow was continued the
warrant charging Nelson Ellis, col-
°red, with trying to shoot Police-
man Aaron Hurley when the officer
went to arrest him.
Until tomorrow the judge continu-
ed the warrant charging Al Winfrey
with stealing a watch of a country
man at•the Kentucky saloon on Sec-
ond street and Kentucky avenue.
A fine of $5 an dcosts was as-
sessed against Arch Bland for a
breach of the peace.
Until today was postponed the
drunk and disorderly charge against
1Will Hamilton.A fine of $25 and jail sentence of
ten days was given Ernest Wrenn
for carrying concealed weapons.
For fighting Jim Bryant and Dave
Scruggs was each fined $t and
I costs.
Florence Greer was fined $to for
fighting Lizzie Oliver. while the
latter was dismissed. Both are col-
ored. •
The *disorderly conduct charge
against Henry Mitcherson was dis-
missed, while Harry Pike was fined
t-5 for a similar charge.
The breach of ordinance warrant
against Enoch Lynn was dismissed.
Ned Watson was fined $1 and
costs forireing drunk.
CLAIM NOTICE.
NleCracken Cretro Court. John
Rock, as.gnese of ohe Paducah Tow-
ing Co.. plaint ifVS.- petition equity.
Paducah Tens-ing Courpany, etc., de- St. Paul. Minn.--
$16.00, August to,
fendants. ii and to. Retu
rn limit August 31,
Ordered that this action he re- with prvileee of ext
ension to Septern-
ferred to Cecil Reed,, master emit-
missioner of the McCracken Circuit
Court. to take proof sf assets and
liabilities of the asaigned estate of eblo, Col.-436.o°. On
 sale daily to
Paducah Towing Company. and all I September 3sth, with ectur
n limit of
-persons having claims against said Octiober 3131.
company are revonred to properly
verify and file the same 'before tool
castmossioaer on or befote the -tit
day of the next September term of
the McCracken Creuit Corns, or rhos-
-will be foreser barred from Asserting
any claims ngainst the assets in the
hands of the .assignees unadministered.
and all persons are hereby enjoined
and restrained from collecting. the 1r
claims against said company -except
through this suit. Aral it s railer( :1
414at this soots, ha pitaliahed in The
"Paducah Daily Regiater' as required
Excursion Rates Via. toe Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, Col.—$29.25 July 11-15th
inclusive, return limit August soth.
Diverse route retuning. atopover
privileges .
Knoxville, Tenn.—SSA 5, June 24,
30 July 7, 14 and 15th. Return limit
fifteen days from date of sale with
privilege of extension to September
3oth by payment of so cent fee.
The Dollar-Saving Season
St. Paul, Minn—$21.5o, July 23, 24,
25, and 26. Return limit leaving St
Paul July 31st, 25c validation fee_
her 30th on payment of 50 cents.
a 25c quality for ISC.
Ladies' Fine Cotton Hose, tan col-
ored, a 25c value
for t5c.
wan
THIS IS THE SEASON WHEN 
PURCHASES MADE HERE
CARRY DOUBLE ADVANTAGES. Y
OU NOT ONLY GET ME's2-
CHANDISE OF THE HIGHEST 
QUALITIES; BUT YOU IN
MANY SALES OBTAIN GOODS 
FOR THE SAME PRICES—AND
IN SOME CASES LESS THAN 
THEY COST US AT WHOLESALE
Hosiery. 
Underwear.
dies' cached Lisle Vests, low
neck •and no sleeves, at Inc
or 3 for Soc
Ladies' Bleached R bbed Cotton
Vests, low neck and no sleeves
Misses' Fine Lisle Ribbed Fast Black at loc each
 or 3 for 25c.
Hose, summer weight 15C.
Ladies' Open Work Tan Hose, our
5oc -quality, at 35c of 3
for $r.00.
Gent's Fast Black, Open Work Lisle
Socks, a 15c quality
at ...... ......
Gent's Black Cotton Socks with 
Children's Underwaist with butt
ons
 
loc.
by law.
Given undier my hand as 'cleric of
aaid court, this the 3rd slay of Jeti
1906.
J. A. MILLER. Clerk.
By R. B. Hay, I). C.
CRTCE dr ROSS, Att'orneys
EXILE FOR JNO. D.
Summons May Keep Him Playing
Golf Abroad.
Cleveland, 0., July to.—John D.
Rockefeller today is threatened with
exile from America as a ristilt of ths
subpoena calling him to testify in the WITH CRUSHED — ST
RAW-
suit to punish executive officials of BERRY, PEACH, PINEAPPLE
 or
the Standard Oil company for viola- CHERRY., IS BETTER.
tion of the antitrust laws,
If Mr. Rockefeller decides to re-
4 .1 fn cVC71 to al?
Athena, Ga.—$r .75. June 23, 24, 25,
30„Tuly 2, 9 and 16. Return
limit fifteen days with privilege of
extension to September 3oth on ,say-
ment of so cents.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Ps-
White Feet at  loc.
•
attached at"
Wash Goodin-
A 30 inch Batiste, white and dar k grounds 
with colored • figures,
a 7c value at per yard 
Trunks a nd Bat&
SC.
We show? big assortment of Laadies' and 
Gents' Trunks and Suit
cases. '.We have just received some new 
lopelies' Trunks adapted for
skirts. They are 42 and 44 iftchtt, long en
abling one to pack a sh
irt
without folding same.
Ashville, N. C.—Si5ars. On sale
daily it e year troun , goed returning
withic six months.
1. 8. Ogilvie Co.
Low Homesaekers Rates to many
points in the acutheast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For 'additional information, tickets,
etc., call en any *gets of the South-
-OM P ailwaty or address, 
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A.: tee -haat
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERPORD, D. I'. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, ICy.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A. St.
Louis, Mo.,
Lackiis' Ribbed extra size Vests, low
neck and no sleeves
at ...... ...... 
loc.
Infant's Fine quality Lisle Under-
shirts, high neck—long sleeves
at age
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Agents for Butte rick Patterns
Subscribe for the DELINEATOR. Thtee months 
for twenty-five cents.
NEW CLOTHING
MAN IS HERE
MR. H. SCHWARTZ OF St.
LOUIS HERE LOOKING FOR
LOCATION.
The Mechanics Are Now Busy
Work on First Floor of The
Palmer—Mr. Sowers Store.
dieted a gentral uprising all over On
courtatry ti 'furor of civic re:ortmi
While Mt ageetifig with La Foll-
ette's radical views, he said. he had
done a great work for the people and
be ovemnended Folk. Johnson and
Cummins:. He also spoke of Mayor
We-aver of Philadelpkia atol the -up-
kit" rraiveinent in New Jersey.
In introducing ilanly. Lieutenant
Governor Sherman made a f(W char-
acteristic remarks, declaring that
what the goverionene needed nos not
so ninny laws as a claposltion among
At officials to enforce those already oil
the statute boobs.
To a Hurt Child.
What are ysiu bort. sweet ' St) am I;
Mrs Ir. Schwartz of St. Louis is in 
'Cult to she heart:
the city with' the view of opening a I Tho
ugh. I may treitrser ir a nor cry.
clothing store if he can secure a 
To ease the smart.
building. He thinks he will get a I Whore is 1040 Just her" So wide
'Upon your check!location on South Secon
d street.
0 happy pain that needs to pride
And may dare speak!
OR THROUGH
YOUR CORRLSMNDENO
BY USI I THE
Tearing Out Floor.
The carpenters have commenced
tearing out the walls in the Palmer Lay down you 
pretty head. One
toilet rooms so the water closet de- touch
partment can be moved, and this WItl 'heal 
its %worst
place, combined with the place Brun-
-Iioccupied. converted into the din-
ing hall for the hostelry. The read-
ing and writing room has also been
moved out into the hotel lobby, and!
carpenters have torn up the floor of
the old writing and reading quarters.
"UND[RWOOr
TYPE RIIIR
" Saves:25113er cent. of the Operator's.
Time which if, your time.
Underwood Typewriter C
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, 
KY.
•
Mattil Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
1 f:0 E. 1B]liD SIBFFT; PADUCAH, KY
CENT IS ALL IT WILL 00ST Yee
I 
I to write for ow -big TRIM otovel.st cataM
•normg the most complete line of Ingti
DIC YCIACS. Tlatzs and SUNDRIES at Tit
MELO W any other manufacturer or dealer in the world. 9
DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE
from says
at *op I#
or on torr k-nit of terms, until you have received our cur
l:ph-to VFW Out
Wessel illu•trating sad thumbing every kiwi o
f bigbireide and low-
ti.'... old patterns and latest models, sad learn of our remarka
ble
1" a ICES and wonderful saw oilers made possible by wili
ng from facia*
direct to rider with no middlemen's predts.
wE atop we Appeem freilunal a unit depasst. Ps%tb.• -bit sad
allow 10 Inky* Few Trin1 and make other liberal I
t Whet
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and
 get neck win
able information by simply writing us • postal.
to make monertierlaigeroe 
in 
ng men who opply at
every *own and calger aa eapartuattaWe need •
$0 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES.° N L Y
418.50 PerPr1aik7 $ • 80 
To introduce
We Will Sell poll, TACKSGil GLASS
You a Sample wrii LEI
Pair (ow Only OUT THE *15
(Cltais intris ORDER $4.06)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts,
 can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Tloassand pairs .ow In Weal am Ow
Seventy-fivs Thoessad pairs sold last war.
bolla-urwboola. elladIen Palsdr4dP•rbi and *Tail
priors tharged by dealers and repair men. Write for out b
 SUNDRY catalogue.
inc carpenters and mechanics Bist 
no OM' ki,)WQ. w. 
but write us • postal today. DO NOT T
HUM OV VICTIM
While I. oa-aise wound Meech over-
time's.
Go all tin nurse' 11.
There. fwvet. Ron back now to y 117
play.
Forget your woes.
L too. was sorely hurt ti-is day--
Neale Ow Oink rubber tree/
,A" end pianatere strips ••16"
esa ass,, saw ewe we* -it^a
3. previa{ gbh endelng. TUC
Wee will wollissa__ any efts,
aanne-11011T. NLANrIC awl
&MIT BIDING.
DESORlPTIelh Made in all rises. It is lively and eas
y riding , very durable and lined ha
with • speclal quality of rubber, witch never bec
omes porous sod which closes up small punctilt
without allowing the air to eft ape We have hundr
eds of letters from aatialisd customer' stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once
 OT twice in • whole season They weigh so more num
aa ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being give
n by several layers of this, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "holding Bac
k" sensation commonly !elt when riding°, asphalt .
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Bas
ket Weave- treed which prevent. all air front being
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus
 overcoming all SWUM. The regular prior of thew
tires is $8 so per pair. but for advertising _purposes we are
 making • special fs to the ruler
of only At So per pair. all orders shipped s
ame day letter Is received. We obi . .D. on approval.
You do not pay a cent until you have examine
d and found them strictly as resented.
We will allow • cash dlasount of 5per cent (thereby
 making the price 04.55 s,r pair) If you seed
FIILL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose t
his advertisement. We will also send one nickel
closers to be used inpuncture case of intentional kn
ife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returner Iplated brass hand pump and Leo !lam
poon metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
M OUR expense if for any reason they are not s
atisfactory on tasinsUou.$
We are perfectly tenet le and money seat to as
 is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this pap
er about W. If you ordet • pair of ,
these tires, you will find that they will ride eas
ier. run (saki, wear better, last longer •tp.1 loog I
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen a
t any price. We know that you will be no well 
that when you wait • bicycle you will give us your order. W
e want you to send na a small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
(WASTER-MAKES, everythughstfie le line •re sol tut at half tb
have been working in the basement 
--Grace Dertio Litehfield. DO NO
T bicycle OT • pair of tires from anyone until you know the n
ew
/wonderful oSeys we are making. It only oa
sts • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
since last spring, but now are getting
on the first floor, arid things present
quite an active scene.
The Register, to c;.•nts per week.
Try a Register want ad.
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
:Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
iik‘f raw
New Jewelry Store.
Mr. J. D. Sowers. the jeweler, left
yesterday morning for Cleveland,
Ohio, and Philadelphia, where he will
purchase a stock of jewel •to be
toed by the store he will at
Bleich's old stand on Broadish o
Third street. He will be back
time next week.
HANLEY PREDICTS REFORM.
Indiana Executive at Springfiele
Foresees General Civic
Uprising.
Sririnafielcis July to--Govern
Frank Irately of Indiana spoke at
tlays tooetilice of 'the Ilaptist ;.t
chola:warn. defees'ting Ilk attitude-
air cxectit:ie and' discussioe the
• • • sio'a.'oos ;ii Triefi 
ucommending his cttsc
Gas and Ga' olme
Engines
-1 For All Purposes
300 horse power. Lest, cheap-
est and molt economical.
' • i SpepciafatterOion to electric 
light
jag 
iatit4 -
iPaos
READ CYCLE COMPANY, Dept. 0"J L" CHICAGO' IL
M. NAN
Eat
GUY NANCE '
Undertaker:and Embalmer,
PRIVATE A MBULANCC
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH T IIIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. 
ULU PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE 334. •
 PA ` WCAH, KT.
=.41•1=•••••••••••••••
Paduccih Transfer Cornpan
ascot. poratedll
Gesieral Cartage Business
5uperior Facilltiesifor Otfick:
• - • rs
• is IV. a 1 1,c.e..alLt stri4C9.301-111kio •
zoirallars.
'7,17"TrImIT!771V07011IF7.7"-"''''
,
ANNUAL
SUMMER
Clearance Sale
,
•
_ 
1* • 6.411...4 Xta
HGAIN we inaugurate this great sale, under the most favorable conditions, and we expect to nearly double the
selling of any previous event, for if values, choiceness of furniture and 
1ai-0'e a?so-16.--..,..en`: a-_-c a etve,
our expectations wilibe _fully realized,_ The  enormous growth of our business during the past year,; has
necessitated our carrying almost double the amount of stock, and a much greater variety in every depart
ment, which, of course, means just so much more for clearance. Our buyer is now at market fortherfall
Remember Our Liberal Credit System is at your disposal durirg this Great
 Sale.goods, and summer goods must go to make room for new stock.
KY
ALL ARTICLES JUST AS
REPRESENTED AND ARE
THOROUGHLY GUARAN-
TEED. OUR AIM IS TO
PLEASE YOU.
twerp
L
.80
••• treat
3ip 41:
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st•tiag
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CREDIT
WE FURNISH THE HOME
COFPLETE.
KY.
an
io PIECE SETS
13 PIECE SETS
ENTIRE LINE
CHAP.
Direct Action
Gas Ranges
WE SI:OW YOU is DIFFER-
ENT PATTERNS AND START
THEM AT $12 75 ALL
CONNECTIONS MADE FREE
OF CHARGE.
-11111111eiusit
0111111‘111isis ewe •
ISTISIPIIIIII•ssiiweva
-..— 
----- 
......, ,.
.
......-•••••7•10:20.,..............
allgilnilliii411.464114‘w
........--
Bed Davenports
WE ARE POSITIVLY SHOW-
ING THE LARGEST LINE
AND AT CHEAPER PRICES
THAN EVER BEFORE OF-
FERED YOU. WE START
THEM AT $17 50 TWEN-
TY STYLES FOR YOUR SE-
LECTION.
Toilet Sets
1A-.1R
EXTRTMELY
a.11‘7171,711:41.111
1
PARLOR SUITS
THIS IS A GRAND OPPORTUNITY TO GET PARLOR GOODS
CHEAP. 01112 ASSORTMEN IS FINE, AND $27.50 GETS
A BEAUTY. WE OFFER YOU CLEAN-UP PRICE ON BAL-
ANCE.
RUGS, CARPETS
IN OUR BIG RUG AND CARPET DEPARTMENT WE SHOW
YOU THE LARGEST LINE EVER IN PADUCAH. SEE THE
NEW CREX LINE OF FLOOR COVERINGS. WE START
THEM AT 35 CENTS. YOU WILL LIKE THE CREX.
China and Porcelain Ware
JUST RECEIVED THREE LOVELY PATTERNS IN "OPEN
STOCK." YOU WILL FIND ANYTHING YOU ARE NEEDING
IN HAVILAND, LIMOGES, RAVARIAN, GERMAN OR AUS-
TRIAN CHINA. PRICES VERY INTERESTING.
Salesrooms 112-1k 4-116 South Fourth Street.
Wareroonr 207-209 Jefferson.
We'll
about
Don't
close out all odd chairs at
one-half their real value.
miss this.
Get one while they are cheap.
$8. gets one with steel frame
and nicely upholstered.
Odd Dressers
We offifer you some wonderful
values in Odd Dressers. You
can find just what you want
here. $7 50 up.
Special
clean
I HIGH CLASS GOODS FORNO MORT THAN YOU AREASKED ELSEWHERE FORCHEAPER KINDS.
' SECOND HAND BTCYCLI7
_ 
cheapest hr,nse in v ; ''•
furnishe4 for any . • of
hop. All work F r u
• t r:Teired i !liftmen;
rery one worth 5oc. GOu,
• offer is mistt al. goo
............. „
.nese lek I be Ir
for
......
extra fine )14iknent of
h, at 
les gets the pi tuns of tt
I paper.
' Bkrs eo D(
"•710'
THE REGIS TER
JAMES E. WILHELM, Pre
sident
JOHN WILHELM. Treasur
er.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secr
etary.
PUBLISHED E'Y THE
REGISTER eir.AYSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated)
it Reviver nunding, 523 Broad
way.
gritered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-ciass mail m
atter.
One Year .......
Six Maths   
2.50
Three ISIonetts   1-25
One Week   
act
Anyone failing to receive this pap
er
regularly should report the matter
 to
The Register office at once. 
Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, July xi, xeck.
Mr. Ed P. Noble.
In t.fee <limb of Mfr. Ed F. Noble,
Paducah has lost one of its best citi-
zens. He was a gentleman in every
sense of the word; a successful, re!i-
abk and well informed business man;
and a patriotic and Progressive citizen
in all that the term implies. It was
a pleasure to be with him socially;
erninentey satisfactory to deal with
him in a business way, and a delight
to witness his regard and iiterest in
the welfare of the city in which he
spent his life and. earned the unquali-
fied respect and esteem, of aill geed
men. An acquaintanceship of twenty-
fire years, rounded' out with a ripen-
ing friersclvhip and closer associaton
in many ways, enabled the writer to
form an adequate estimate of his
Sigh character and many virtues, the
whole sum of ellrich ie., Peetreah rirely
have some ti.tizens equally as good,
but none bettor than Mr. Noble. His
death is a dist net lose to the city in
every way. One is never really
missed until he is gone, and for years
to come many will miss the happy
presence of him who lived respected
and died regretted. Such men leave
their imprint upon the world; the
meersory of whom will be cherished
In the loarte of all.
The Independent in Politics.
It can po longer be denied' that
the independent voter is ttie most
potent factoe todey Anneican poli-
tics. Party lines have bee6 'cast to
the winds and party leaders fear the
Sndltree,ce of men who refuse to wear
the party yoke. Ten years ago
the independent voter was sneered at
and not deemed worthy of coneidera-
tion, bin such conditions no longer
exist for the reason that it is in the
power of the inde'Pendent element
to change the pokes of any city
or state in the nation.
The Louisville Post gives expires-
on the subject in this wise:
significant factor in American
y is the •ndependent vote.
read preralenw of inde-
s leads inevitably. to
cen the independent
of the great parties
owed by new party
•
icvements of
elphia and
fast year
n the
el the
not
Philadelphia, an independent news-
paler, is echoed almost word for
word by the New York American
Mr. Hearst's paper. 'The revolt
against the utterly corrupt republican
neichine,' 'says Mr. Hearst, 'was start-
ed by republicans. It was started by
the, people in that party, who felt,
with a great autnibor of people in the
democratic party, a poltical organi-
zation could, 150 longer be put at the
dispostal of the hired in-en of trusts
and neenteieljes.'
'M'e Ileerst's• newspaper, adm
itting
that 'parties are necessary,' decla
res
Mint wlsen -a party passes into the
hen& of a corrupt boss, 'it is neces-
sary that men having any wne! fef
their duty to their state or na
tion
shotild revolt against and 
it
piiiitte to the fact that 'everywhere
this revolt against the domination of
the polie'aal bosses is apparent and
effoctiyee
"It we,. not Pennsylvania that
blazed the way on this line this tim
e.
It was Kentucky. It was Louisvi
lle
The fight made la* year by the 
fus-
ionists, netrYthetanding the blindre
ee
of party leaders, is destined to h
ave
a tremendous effeet upon our polit
i-
cal history."
Mayor Yeiser and City Judge PUT
-
year are to be congratulated over 
the
universal expreaaions of appr
ova
from the business men over
 the
mayor's appointment. in filling 
the
vacancy that was otcasioneli 
the
city judgship by the, death of Judge
D. L. Sanders. The appoint
ment of
Judge Pus-year is eminently sat's
fac;
factory to the people and the 
flatter-
ing expressions testify to the w
isdom
of the meyor in selecting one so
 pop-
ular and well qualified for the 
office.
The republicans of Tenneesee 
will
pull off a skinning match in that
 state
tomorrow in trying Ito nomin
ate a
candidate for governor. The 
Evans
and Brovinlaw factions have 
been
fighting each other for y
ears. and
CV(T SilliCt Ex-Consul General 
H.
Glay Evans returned from 
England
sre months ago they have 
been
whetting their knives.
Hargis and, Callahan are being tried
in a county in wlittsh a majority ,of
the citizen's are republicans yet 
the
entire jury of twelve men are said to
be democrats. According to the Lesu -
iyvi 11 e papers everything in 
the
court's rulings are favorable to 
the
accused-ehence the public must not
be surprised to Pee justice miscarry.
KENTUCKY LAD.
Guy Krumm of Danville Back After
Touring the World.
--
-
Chicago, July to.—A dispatch to
the Record Herald from Philadelphia
says:
"I ain't got a cent, but I'll be
home in three weeks," said Guy
Krumm. aged 15. of Danville, Ky.,
who arrived yesterday with two
other boys on the American liner
tour of
plucky
specimens of young Americans were
Otto Ford, 18 years old, of Seattle.
and Glenn Howell of Atlanta. It
was in November, 19o4. that the
toys ran away. They met in Chi-
cago and made their way to Seattle
before shipping on the Marion
Frazer for New Zealand. Ford and
Howell shipped as able seamen, and
Krumm, owing to his youth, ayes ac-
cepted as cabin boy. The boys sailed
about ;moo° ,miles. Twice or their
voyages they nearly starved.
Friesland from a two-years'
the worftl. The other two
ELEGANT OPENING.
Large Crowds at the Riley and Cook
Reception Yesterday.
Messrs. Riley & Cook
own photographers,
their opening in
on South Sixth
•
1of our res
pect. The man who, IV his
energy. or genius or luck, has made
a fortune has at the same time helped
(to develop the. country. and conse-quently is to be commended not con-
demned. But the trilhonehe who e
x-
pects to retain the respect of' tfepen•
pie will have to learn to be sett'etf
ied
with a nwiderete mine'ser of mill
ion.
The epoliation of tete masses in ord
er
that the rftch may indulge in w
eird
dissipcution, or may add to their 
er's honed of useleet weld will be con-
tinued at the peel of the spotiers..
publish ed 'several+ tempers to thaw
that Where is an inipending contlire in
this country. One of these was dAti
Appeal to Millionaires," weitten by
one of the most profound thieltere in
America, who, 'howeeer, cenc‘ale Isis
identity under a nem% de plume.
movement the North Ame
rican, of ;
REVOLUTION IN AMERICA...•••••••••••••
HAS BEEN PREDICTEDIRACKET
CONSERVATIVE PUBLICATIONS LIKE
 THE NORTH AMERI-
CAN REVIEW AND MEMPHIS COMM
ERCIAL - APPEAL
SOUND WARNING—"THIS REPUBLIC
 • TODAY IS IN DAN-
GER, ITS IDEALS AND INSTITUTIONS 
ARE IMPERILED
BY THE ASSOCIATION OF THE MEN O
F MANY MILLIONS"
—"THERE WILL SURELY BE A GREA
T RECKONING," IS
THE PREDICTION.
SJ _
(Ginenercial-Appeal.) inslarSarial combination is fo
rmed with
()we weighty contemporary, the a view to
 economy and to prevent
North American Review, has of late waste.
 It is hardly necessary to say
tfhiat Ante is a 'subterfuge. There is
only one motiee bellied, the formation
of every trust, and that is to make
more money for a few. The Standard
Oil, for instance, was organized for
Ube no lizin •••
tire oil trade so til tat the Rockefellers
Other eminent Americans have under and
 their associates might buy crude
their own names contributed snoilar oi
l at their own price and also sell
articles to the. pages of the North 
refined oil at ther awn price. By
American Review, thus demonstrat- 
virtue of the existeoce of this trust
ing that we are confronted with no it
s guiding- spirits can levy a tiax upon
idle -scare manufactured in the sense- ' the 
Amerieae par,* whenever they
tional department of yellow jaeuenal- See fit. Thi
s they have repeatedly
rem. Unquestionably there is some- 
done. A few 'week': ago, for instance,
thing the matter with us. The tradi-: Mir.
 Rockefeller and the Standard Oil
tions of democracy are fading. The mode s
ome hendeoner contributions
"spelt of seventy-six" has been for
-I to the San. Francisco sufferers. A
gotten. Our institutions have been dae
 or two afterwards the pr ee of
undermined. The politicians laugh at' 
kerosene was raised and the ptople
the reinstitution, and the president of 
of the United Skates 'were taxed see-
the United States is rapplaudecb 
eral million dollars in order that thisi
he curtly tramples it 'under foot. great 
trust
 ttlight give away a few
Polities has forged a new slavery, by , 
hundred theiteind d.ollars to the peo-
which the wiH of the people is altered 
pie of *n Francisco.
or annulled. In the state of New -.—
York with a population of 8 000,000 What sea.; the beef trust organizs'd
we have frequently seen one man for? To enable those in the combine
name the governor without even pre- .
tending to defer to the wishes of the 
to charge the consumer what they
people. The individual indeed is 
pleased by destroying all competition.
withering before the blasts of re- 
It has been thorrughly dernionetrated
morseless greed.
that this combination has had the cat-
tile rafters, the retail meat deakrs and
the consumers all ast its mercy. The
The cause. of all our Its may be cattle raieere must take what any one
traced directly to the golden curse.
It has tainted our political life, our 
buyer °flees thorn. The retail r''-aleas
9oc,uty and our h
ome!. /t has cur_ must conform with rules and
 prices
eupted courts arid legislatures. ft 
fixed by the trust or go out ef busi-
ness. And the consumer must pay
has stained our religion and given.to whatever the beef trust decides 
our comMerce the spice and savor of charee him. It has frequently hap-
piracy. 111's republic today is in den- I pentel that at the very time the trust
ger. its tdeals and institutions are l
en-
was paying the cattle raker 1••, s than
periled by the association of the menl
of many rnillione. The rich man s
uenal for cattle it was charring thei 
cousurner more for meat. Dit-ing the
dvmnot midessentHiaellywhao man ti(rtheci beitedforina- iiirent agitation there has been a
espalier demand. comparatively. for
good estate and who endeavors b
on- beef than ever before n 'the history
orafbly to keep it intact and to ex- of the rountry! and we have been
pand it legit...irately is deserving only told from emir immemorial that
prices were fixed by the law of sup
ply and, demand. Here, then, was a
large supply and a small derrand, ye
the beef trust has recently raised the
prate of 'beef about 15 per cent.
feeseatei de& •P
odf. he *aft sfied48'1
• I 
ie1;7 
- r)
with refaeonable fortunes th.y would
have nothing to fear; hut ellen they
fatted upon the poor and ths helpless
to ail& to their swollen mil'eers they
are courtng a very dietinc. dangtr
in Russia the champions of liberty
hare in the antarracy a target for
The political party nov,- in powe
r
is 
simply 
a c"In6in'ati"" 
for
plunder 
their
."apreoiirtin. fire andsiti  sword9ii"t
ionheins
His cardinal doctrine s prote
ction. ne
the Caucasus; it has spread the flame
a systems' that hats done more to 
cnr-
rupt and abase the political l
ife of
the republic than any (Ober inven
ted
by mare The essence of it is 
grand
larceny masquerading under t
he
forms of law. if is all right to 
tax
the farmer, ,the mechanic and 
the
clerk for the benefit of the gover
n- nn unratwral indtitutiono
i this kind
is eet +fp it will be knori•ed down
merit, but it is essentially vicaoits and some day. Yet we have a -inviter in-
dishonest to tee them for the benefit stettelon in ON. country thee is grad-
of foirn .1.1. Rockefeller. or Andrew
Carnegie. or liaveeneyer, Rogers or 
flallY destraying our 
libeeeiee and
breaking down our institie'nna. This
any of the beef banditti. All of these
multi-nsillinnaiees have made their 
is the autocracy of atrnitar
nat.'d
wealth. If the multienillienairas are
money by unjust taxation placed up- wise they 'will hearken to the sound
on the poor; for it is the coesiener
who, in the encl, pay's all the ter ff 
of the tempest •heatd afar trpon the
dark and threatening sea. The pro-
the 
The protective tariff pettn•ts
dishoirest atetesentent of taxes it 
letariat is not very wise when it feels
IIm=111111.1..0
of meniypx. and in-meet-tient el army
and navyeit hes caused an owrikeeing
arming the millions of ltifian peas-
ants.; it has diikerninated patriotism
among the professors, the Maiden!'
and the liberal profession. Witsereyee
that it is Wrangell. ReWrie had her
111111111r1- 6 1/
FROM SEASON TO SEASON, FROM YEAR
 TO YEAR OUR
KNIT UNDERWEAR DEPARTMEN
T HAS GROWN. IT IS
ONE OF OUR MOST IMPORTANT
 STOCKS.
BUYING THESE GOODS NI eeNSE LOTS FR
OM THE MANU-
FACTURER FOR SPOT CC...I, ENABLES
 US TO GIVE ALL
THAT IS POSSIBLE IN THE WAY OF GOOD
 VALUES.
WE INVITE,A COMPARISON OF PRICES AND
 QUALITIES.
Ladies' Summer Vest,
GAUZE RIBBED VESTS WITH SHOULDER STRAPS .
o8 I-3C.
GAUZE RIBBED VESTS INCLUDING EXTRA SIZES 
toC.
GAUZE RIBBED VESTS INCLUDING EXTRA SIZES 
ise
GAUZE RIBBED VESTS WITHOUT SHOULDER STRAP
 x5C.
LISLE THREAD VESTS WITH SHOULDER STRAP .
25C.
LISLE THREAD VESTS WITHOUT SHOULDER STRAP.
 .25C.
FINE LISLE THREAD VESTS WITH SHOULDER STRAP
 35C.
EXTRA FINE QUALITY LISLE VESTS SIZES 4, 5, 6, AT .Sc,
49c, 5oc.
EXTRA FINE QUALITY—HAND CRCHET TRIMMED VESTS
Shaped Vests
LOW NECKED, NO SLEEVES REGULAR SIZES 4, 5, 6 
 .1c.
LOW NECKED, LISLE THREAD, SILK CROCHETED
 EDGE,
SILK TAPE—A FINE VALUE (NO SLEEVES) asc.
LOW NECKED—EXTRA SIZE 7, ft, 9, SHAPED
 VESTS, NO
SLEEVES 20C
Infants' and Children's Goods
INFANTS SWISS RIBBED WRAPPERS BLEACH
ED, BUTTON
DOWN FRONT, A RATTLING VALUE AT 
roc.
RUMENS VESTS FOR INFANTS AND CHILD
REN 25C, TO 75c
EACH.
CHILDREN'S KNIT WAISTS SIZES 2 TO
 12—A SPECIAL
VALUE AT roc.
BOYS' BALBRIGGAN SHIRTS AND DRAWE
RS 35C EACH.
CHILDREN'S BLEACHED VESTS AND
 PANTS .TO FIT
CHILDREN FROM TO x6 YEARS. AT ro
e to 33c ACCORDING TO
SIZE. VESTS COME LONG AND SHORT
 SLEEVES—PANTS
KNEE LENGTH ONLY.
Men's Underwear
SPECIAL VALUES IN BALBRIGGAN
 SHIRTS AND DRAW-
ERS AT 25c EACH.
BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED AT THE
 PRICE. DRAWERS
HAVE DOUBLE SEAIS.
FINE BLEACHED SHIRTS AND DRAWE
R:: AT soc A
MENT.
MEN'S BEST QUALITY PEPPERELL
WITH KNITTED INSERTION AT soe
.
SAME STYLE MADE CF CHECKED 
MUSLIN
CHECK/e0 MUSLIN UNDERSHIRTS LONG
SLEEVES, 48C.
Pajamas
DRILL
GAR-
DRAWERS
PE ICE eore
OR SHORT
SPECIAL BARGAIN IN MEN'S FAN
CY WHITE PAJAMAS AT
96c A SUIT--WORTH DOUBLE.
PURCULLMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, K
Y
cost of /Ter-weer) but al.. cle ye %
-
mated deprecation and the intere
st
on the money invested. leek of
which are not ie reality genuine cip
e-:'
rating expenses.
Mr. lafliden arrived at li, concise
sien by taterlating the total rece
ipts,
expenditures and thy number of ga
l-
lon, of water pumped between Ja
nu-
ary 1 and, jitine 30. The tirral rece•pts
were $48,687.88 and the expenditure
s
$.0.1o3.14o. During the six erontlts
1.317005.800 galloes of wate
r
been pumped. In making up the 
esti-
mate Mr. Madden figured the &p
re-
oiation on the plant at the 
rats of
taro and a half per cent. liaeine t
he
rslue of the piant at one 
dol-
lars lie calculated four per cent o
n
lirrektinkeiti th#re arc no
diritlentreCitetatt4Igiy the departnee
,n
Have
Moved
to
Broadway
the cost of pireeping is therefo
re re- REPAIRING
deiced The water used by th
e fire
depaetinere. in the charitable 
•ihano-
department, in the municipal 
and
school buildings, in the chatitah
le in-
stitutions of the city and which 
is
wa.tted, will cote, it is eetinnted
, $40 -
000 a year to pump. No charge
 is
ver •.-.!a,b. for this water
, the well rites the
 tweet's. for the millionaires.
.
pa tipsir inserreceons. Englend has
yesterday - r''''''fi . • \r.ear-a 
Co pay more ior
their new 11"1". 1"-ninilie iirwwl‘ 
than Earnpeans 
had her Ivread riot! I. . France hos had 
REBUFF COSTS $40,000.
would have to pay for the '50r.ne 
er_ let revolution that bathed 
ih bine I.
street be- Paris and Mar
seill s and Avi lw. - 'Pen
nsylvania System Did Not Know
roadway and Kentucky
it was a largely attended
g the afternoon and
moth crowds called at
udio, and they were
h. A good orchestra
llent music during the
tablishment is Wand-
d, and a dream of
inside,' especially the
s of fine work turned
lented artisti. who
nest and most suc-
i, hers in the entire
ARETTE WAR
, July to.—Eight-
employed by
nticigarctte
in as
ages of cigarettes
n purchased from
vidence was sub-
ton to the county
demand for the
rat class table
din'ngs, 'phone
NDERTAKING
H PHONES rte.
•
tide's,and it constitutes an invaluable
initerirment in the buldine of the
trust. The entire strength of the
party in' Power is, therefore. gainsaid-
ed upon a syreetn that reduces 
lar-
ceny to a science. There is so much
spoil arid' graft involved in protec-
tion. that nattrrally it has poisoned
the blood ef the entire body politic.
atilt indeed all her fair and fertile
provinees. Russia is today in the
throes of revoletion. and Ole eerie o'
l'herty eetiettels in the streets of
Warsnw. It is not I kelv that free
Americans. who have established the
greatest and hest government the
world has ever seen. will stand tame-
The dominant factor rn our cern-
mercial life today is of course the
truat. The makers-of trusts, who by
the way are never over-scrupulous in
the use of the truth. tell Us that the
s by suwtt SeC their courts pro
sti-
ttrted. their leglelattwee crirrupted_
their reblie men bribed, their itistitie
tient jeopardized :eel til-e'r liberties
diefetreyed by a wean eirate crew
atened with fehuleet mietetis There
will surely he a great reckoning.
Municipal
era.'"'"••• ••"
rship of
Waterwi ks a Success
Municipal ownership of the water
works in Evansville is a success
through and through, says the Evans-
vilk (Ind.) Journal-News.
ThiS conclusion was reached at the
tegulafr 'meeting of the board of water
works trustees Monday night, when
Clerk Mtadden prese,nted a report for
the first si,r siontilre of the year. The
lehttlation of figures showed that the
People of Evansville were getti
ng
their water at, cost prices, nothing
e or less.
Ace- lhug to the tabulatusm the
CPI:0er expenses for the prodsittion
of a oireand gallons of water cost
the partroret mat three and one-
fifth ergs. The receipts per thous-
and llone of water was exactly
Ow and one-twentieth. This shows
a d feeence of three-twentieths. Ap-
pa ley the conclueign is that the
Cif iR paying out more let operate
trl pirmping station Mau it recelves
for lie wetter. But the operating ex-
pe es not 'only included the actual
of Suit.
Altoona, Pa., July 9.L-The well
-
known , exclusiveness of Presi
dent
Cassett, who never allows any 
one
to enter his office except by 
appoint-
ment, resulted in a judgment for $4o,-
000 being entered against the 
Penn-
!tattier %eilroest—tedee in favor 
of 
Charles L. Greek, a contractor.
Greek charged discrimination
 in
the matter of stone shipments. 
He
claimed $40,000 actual damages and
treble damages for disrimination. 
A
subpoena was issued for President
Cassett and Chief Engineer A. 
C.
Shand of the Pennsylvania, but 
the
oficer who tried to serve it repo
rted
that he was not allowed to see thes
e
officials unless he would first explain
his business to the doorman and wa
it
for an appointment. This the offic
er
refused to do and the company re
-
ceived no notice of the suit and 
lost
opportunity to file an affidavit in de-
fense.
A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and 'taint-
eat articles with the utmost ears,
and make repairs that are abarlutely
stitifactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONE 722-a.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER
itoo--eo Per Cent. Investment.
Mechanicsburg 3 rOotn house 40
foot lot. Pays $6o year rent. Near big
mills. Cash.
WHITPEMORE REAL ESTATE
!AGENCY, Fraternity Building. Rot
h
'phones 835.
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN. continous passaie7
Unlimited ticket $5.00 Ayala andI '
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, plertp
•
of five or over 1t.50 each, witho
ut
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
furl hcr particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent.
or GIVEN FOWLER, ,City Pasa.
Agent. Phone u.
Dr. B. T. Halt
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, ra*
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence too Clay. (Ad Phone 1691
,
••••"'
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T6 . ciristinan Wilto ls, .Ieleed 'hit a hotTHREE SIAM MI 11110 .hot r brtohhandlhe, Wetzeliitns'a'istele hands,s to cen-
ter, 
t
Downing sacrificed, forced Wet-
zel out at second Wright singles to
DID right field, Word home Taylor poep-IS WHAT THE INDIANS
FOR THE BUNCH FROM
DANVILLE.
Cairo Keeps Losing and Vincennes
Keeps Winning—Top-Notch-
ers Here Today.
How They Stand.
Vincennes .. • • • • • • 42
Jackennylik 36
Paducah ..... 34
Cairo ...... 34
Danville ..... 29
Mattoon ..... 24
L. Pct.
24 .636
lo .545
32 .515
34 -500
38 .433
41 .369
enites at Paducah.
Mattoon at Jectlasonville.
1/anville at Cairo.
Danvilk—
Fleming 3b
Hlenline cf
Ott rf  • .. 
 4
Wills lb ........... 3
Hayworth If 
 4
O'Connell ab
Quissier c  
Veggie,- s 
 
Christman p
Total
Paducah--
Taylor of 
 4
Perry se 
 4
Cooper If  4
°tildes' 21) 
 5
Nippert 1
Lloyd rf  
Wetzel 31)
Downing. c
'Wright p
South p . 
• • • • •
4
5
3
4
4
3
r bh pes a e
t I • 1 4 1
O 3 2 1 0
O 0 0 0 1
1 1 13 o
t 4 1 0 0
O 1 2 1
O 2 3 1 1
o 1 3 5 1
O 1 ti 5 2
36
ale
3
4
4
3
po a
1130
2101
O 1 0 0
1 1 1 2
20 So
1211
1 1 0 0
O 0 14 1
O 201
7101
3 11 27 17
3 bay
7
Total 
..........35 co 12 27 7 . 2
"Wright wet* in at third ianing
with store 2 to I in favor of Darieille.
11111i11S% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—R.H.E.
Dan .... 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0-- it 7
Pad .....00asot4sx-9 12 2
Fared "ins Ihnville 2. Paducah 4
hut Ms pitched, South three.
Hoe, oft Smite 6, one a double and
two triples.
Three base hits. Fleming. Hay-
weenie
. Two base hit, Quieter.
Stolen bases, Yessler, Perry a
Quigley. Lloyd.
Sacrifice hits, Fleming, Ott, O'Con-
nell. Perry, Cooper. Nippert. Lloyd.
Passed balls, Downing.
Bases on bells, off Chrietir.an i.
Struck out, Wright Chniteman e
Hit by pitched hall, Chr stman.
ed out to Quissler.
Inning 7 — Danvillie. Ilenline
grounded safe to Wetzel, Ott strikes
ont, flenline to -second on paseed
ball, Willie eiteikjes oute Hayworth
fliefd eut to Qcrigley.
IttO trig 7— Battu c a h . Perry singles
to center, Cooper sacrificed Perry to
:second, Quigley groonded -safe- - to
Fleming, Perry made a great steal to
third, Nipperts bunted, Quisser's
throw to first let two Indians in
borne, Nippert goes to third, Lloyd
sacrificed, Nippert in home, Wetzel
singles to left, takes third on Hay-
worth's wild throw Over second,
Christman stopped throwing and
dropping them over the plate; Down-
ing hit 'to third and Wetzel came
home, Wright out, Fleming to Wills.
Inning 8 — Danville. O'Connel
sinireis overitss er s to
right, Yesaler strikes else Christenan
strikes not, Fleming strike!" out.
..Inning 8—Paducah. Taylor 'hit to
Fleming, feiled to handle; Perry
forced Taylor out at second, Cooper
,flied out to Hayworth, Peery stole
second, Perry steals rhirdi If Quig-
ley esothet hit to right. Perry no
doubt would have stole home. Nip-
pest out, •Ohristirran to Wills.
Inning 9—Danville. Henline out,
Wetzel to Nippert: Ort out, Perry to
Nippert; Wilts struck) ont.
awisibman threw up the sponge in
the seventh. The visitors made a
hunch of errors. throwing wild 21
over elle diamond.
Six 'Hit* off South in 3 iiminge.
Three straight from the Old Sol-
dier,.
Cidef leogd, says be has the strong
ert bench be ever had thie season.
They take on the Vincennes' this
afternoon, the top notehers, and the
local fans aee expecting to see a
game of hall tfhat is worth sating
W4 filler in the box the Indians
seism take this gaille from Vin-
t...bre:nee ahhosteh t will be close.
Groh is about able to get back in
the game and is due for a home run
rap
Haag wes on the sick list in Tuesi-
day‘s game and Nippert pkiyest the
first sates in great stile.
Vincennes 4, Cairo 2.
(lore HI.. July 10 —Vim-emits.'
stein %Orli feet clean playing, hot er-
rors lost for the locals.
R. H. E.
Vincenne s 
...... 4 7 3
Cairo 
 
a 5 f
illateeriea, Farrell and 11fatteeon:
Weisenherger and _Searles.
-- -
Jacksonville 7, Mattoon 1.
Meteorite 1W. Jelly to. -The Or-
pinny einbatted Jacksonville today
hut (kerb base runrong and per
fielding lost diem the giant.
eah 7. lia r k scary i He . 7 II 5 
R. H. F.Left on bases, Danville to, Plebe
Time 4 game. 1:35. Nrattoon   1 12 5
Umpire, Wilkerson. flatteries, Akers, Alien and Belt;
Ineirrg 1—Donville C. Fleming 
Dowetl, l/ieht and Johnston.
einnles to center for three bases A LITTLE DOM!.Denline einem to center.. Fleming By Arthur E. Bailey.eontea home. Ott out. Sot" to Nil,- Chief Lloyd's aggregation is goingpert: Wills out, Quigley to Nippero a clip that will eventually tell. TheHayworth not. Quigley to N open. tram dieposed of Jacksonville. Mat-
Inmn Taylor ow toon and Danville in grand style and
Yeeeler to Will.; Perry nooks ei today the champions Vincennes, are
vie*. Cooper flied out to Hen-lice here for a series of three. There is
Perry •trilie second. went to thfrd on considerable speculation as to the
Quisser's throw through Arend, 'result of this latter series. Vincennes
Origley struck one (comes fresh with three straight
Inning 01Connel for', games from Cairo and is Only eight
eel out to Downing, Quiewr fouled games ahead of the Indians. If the
one to T)owning. Yeesler flied nu! Indians can be strong enought to
to Taylor.
Inninp e—Padeicali Nippert Avairto
led to rah for two sacks. rinse',
drove. a Hew to ripshn Nippert caught
nest at third. Lloyd goes to second
Wetzel scrificted Lloyd to thire,
Doening ipped or O'Connel.
!nnine e- I/an-rale. Christrogn
t oligh sheer", C. Fleming out
• to IC.p.prrt Henline pops rut to
Dowel fig. Ott :lied out to Taylor.
inning 3, l'aeleca.e. South singles,
'n fe!l!t-r. 1" A !or elleriflevd safe ae-
venced Setith to isecend Perry sacri.
:iced. Cnnt•er drive a 'int one to een-
t,tr. letneigle home ittl- and Taylor
I"I 
.r,pCr ..hr•3% Al not at -econd. Qui
le ..'it Fleming to Wills.
-.rutin): 1- single.
Are loth sees lie and feet, Haywnrth
el, et" tr. ',in.! one to left far three
"TC.rtecl Mee! • tet to Lloti
lierywerth home en 1,loyd'e throw in
Quiveer singles through fl rise for two
merlon, took tomb out and put Wright'
in the box. 'pity knocked South ail
over the lot. t Om-seder strikes clue
Christman, serilcee out.
Im*.u14' 4—Paducah. Nippert walke
Lloyd !sacrificed Nippert to stennil,
Wetzel flys. out to Heflin*, Downing
•'teak to first on Yowler!: error; p-
eert comes 'home. Weight singles to
Taylor forced Wright nut
Wt seeoad, (')'Conner to Yeeslcr.
Inning 5..Daneille. Fleming ne,
to Downing. Ile'nline singles to eight
Olt fouls out to Downing, Wills pops
lout to Downing.
timing 5—Paducah. Perry out
Melling in Wills% Cooper grosnded
not, Yeseler to Wills; Quigley strikes
opt.
Innate 6—Danvil4e. 1-tlywrrtli
fried safe to Lloyd's mniff, O'Connel
Drinning to Nippert,
**tick out, 1Yeirdei oihals41 tr.; right
Varwortio goelf to /hint, Yeette:sr
Steels second, Christ mta n hit by pitch-
ed ball, Fierneng flied rut to Taylor.
Inning 6—Paelticale Nippert it,
land all three from the Alices ther•
will be a difference from the
leaders of but five games. Ths
rapid gait Paducah is going, with any
kind of luck, Will result in a close
race in the next few days for the
nay. Cairo should drop two here,
if not all three, while Vincennes is
playing at Jacksonville, which team
is second to the "champs." The
"Jacks".are hitting like fiends and
Alit alive the girls a hard fight. Dar-
ing their battle Paducah Flintild he
taking Cairo into camp and the race
will be neck and neck, chances that
Paducah will be at the top with a
bunch of scalps dangling at the belts
f the tribe.
Beginning. today game called at
r''c'itich 4t
-
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED
/6.1.106. •
JIM. AN ACCIDENT'
-- -
IN MOST CASES IT IS DUE TO
GEMS CAZELESSNESS.
Child Maimed for Lit a Through No-
taantary Neglect of Nurse—Fleas-
ant Experiences Which Some-
times Come 1.y Accident.
---
BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER.
(Copyrig)t. by Joseph B. Bowies.)
Nine-tentlis of the untoward hap-
penings that people call accidental are,
due to gross carelessness and shame-
ful neglect.
There are two sets of people in the
world—those who keep things up and
those who let things run down. The
first have never indulged in the habit
of putting off till to-morrow what ought
to be done to-day. If the roof leaks or
there is a crack( in the ceiling or •
loose board In the door or a sagging
or- artrok-eir mtatioir
repair the damage at once. They knew
perfectly tnat it costs lees to mend
than to mar, and marring goes rapidly
es where there is no mending. As
everybody knows the best way to let
even a fine house go to absolute ruin
is to shut it up rind leave it without an
Inhabitant. A house that is lived in
Lasts longer and looks better than a
isouss that is untenanted, because tete
forces of nature are constantly makins
war upon the buildings of men, and a
constant battle must be waged against
them If men are to come off victors.
The heedless housekeeper has cam*
ally mentioned that there_ is a this
place on the stair carpet which wilt
presently wear into a hole. She is not
ignorant of a rip in a rug which map
catch somebody's heel and cause a tune
Me. But being heedless, she put oft
repairing the rent In carpet and rug
emit an unlu2ky person hurrying along
has a fail, whtch means a hip out ofjoist or a broken leg, or. worse still
a jar which may cause apoplexy to
some one in old age, or the develop-
ment of a malignant disease in aoms
one younger. These baleful sequences
do come from slight falls, and some-
body is responsible.
A variety of miseries shuffle along
in the train of so-called accidents
*hien never should have been permit.
tad to occur. From time to time pee>
pie die because they have eaten toad
stools when they thought they wen
eating mushrooms. Nothing is sestet
than to distinguish between the della
outs edible and the deadly fungus, yet
there are those who mourn suck
deaths as if they were laid at the doos
of accident. •
Children are sometimes left in the
care of thoughtless hirelings and are
maimed for life through falls for whieb
there was neither excuse nor occasion,
A an fearfully deformed with a great
hump between his shoulders was is
hls infancy the most noble and beauti-
ful of children. While his pretty nurse
was flirting with a gallant policeman
Lb. baby carriage took a slide down a
@Seep hill and was overturned at ths
foot, and years of pain and wretched
nem with the handicap of the hunch-
back, have paid for that folly.
We seldom read of a railroad acci.
dent that is not due to the‘careless-
nets of somebody. and yet it would be
most unfair to utter sweeping mitt
clams on the employes of pubilc con
veyances. The average man is raper!).
ly trustworthy. (the engineer sticks
to his post and dies In the effort to
save the train. When one of the en
gimes on the "Majestic" was suddenly
put out of commission not long ago, by
a real accident that no care could have
anticipated or averted, the corps of en•
gineers, at the risk of their own lives
in the face of cloude of v•alling eteam
shut Off the machinery, and were car
ried to the hospital afterwards. They
were heroes.
There are accidents that no one cat.
prevent. But as compared with those
which entre by lack of care, they art
few. When the lightning from the eke
strikes a man.dead as he sits in his
house or walks by the way, he mse
be said to perish by the act of God
But when a man takes hold of a live
wire with bare hands, he has only
himself to blame if he drops dead ill'.
next instant. The accident was etupia
and foolhardy.
PRUI)ENT 1-lERCY.
Fathers and mothers who knew Mee
said: "There are not teeny young
men like Percy Widger, that's a fact
It would be a good thing if thefe were.
There's a young fellow that has some
eense."
He certainly had some sense. Lilts
oft, it, in fact. Cool, self-Le:lent, and
with a judgment beyond his years. His
parents were often congratulated ou
Percy's good, practical qualities. ii:3
employer congratulated himself. Not
a blot habit to his name, industrious
and careful.
"The girl who gets Percy will he
lucky," said the mothers.
Some of the daughters sniffed, oth-
ers sighed.
By Directors of the Globe. Bank and
Trust Company.
At a called meeting of the directors
of the Gb ie fInnk and Trust Corn-
pary the following reseilstiono were
adopted:
Whereas, in the wisdom and previ•
donee of Almighty God He having
removed from our midst Our valusd
pres.ident and personal friend Eel P.
Noble, we bow in humble sehm eainn
tn kiis will and (-item{ to hi. fame...
111.11PW!NOWlirtfriffOrIMIMPIEnsil
t .• ••••••4-• Pr.? a .4rntten riwo I LB, -se" it •rwe fnetotolt into.0(1 t ...211
Ilbe apemen *Hind Hie futirerwt Iti ni
=
r111118 .11111MArfaeldiliirrall
- 
iliellnlillpfibintlik901
-
I North h-3 I Ohio Street House. West Corner Twelft •room Stable 42 fleet int , to alley.
i, e
$1 too, $7on cash, balance easy.
WHITTF.MORr REAL, ESTATE
'AGENCY, Fraternity Minding. Roth
'phones 835.
'
• •
We need not limit what happens by
apparent a:ardent to disaster and ea
lamity. There are pleasant things that
may properly be set down to thk ac-
count of accident, since we have not
planted them nor in any way made Ott
least provision, meutaliy or materially
for their coming to pass. A young mar.
casts about for a good place to
a brief holiday_ Beetnees. &Wee- kin
rrr•-•
"Dought three tiltielts of the subdi-
vision from Wheeler," said the fathere.
"That toy is going to make money.
Pretty hard-headed young chap, I tell
you. He'll have it paid for in a year
Or 1w0"
1.c had it pgid for In a year or two.
ani L43 subdivision began to build up
It wz.s a slirewtt investment for a
somaz mao.
"Well," said some of the mothers
to Mrs. Widger, "I suppose Percy iwil;
he bringing you home a nice li.tit
eaughier-in-law some of these bn
days."
"1 suppose so." assented Mrs. Widget
with a sign. "I tell him its time he
was looking about him, but he Boerne
cuite satisfied to he at home as yet.
: th:ak be Is keeriag his eyes cpsn,
but he says he doesa't intend to marry
until he's 31,. He'a 24 now, 90 he's
slx years to make his choke."
He'lli m ake a good one when hejrcat...
"Yes. I believe he will. I've heard
of somebody -I belie-'e it was Franklin
—who said he chose his wife as he did
e1s coat, for her wearing quaatias
Percy Is always particular about his
lathes. He likes te be neatly dressed,
out he never buys a suit because the
pattern happens to be pretty. He tries
this sample and that, and makes mini
that every thread in it is good wool,
and that it is properly dyed an-1
woven, and then brings it to me to see
what I think of it."
"How sweet! And,you think he
will sel..1ct his wife the same way?
You must look up some samples for
him."
' Mrs. Widger had thought of that.
She consulted Percy as to his prefer-
ences in that sort of goods.
"Well," said Percy, in his matter-
of-fact way, "I always thought I
should like my wife to be a brunette,
as I'm such a towhead. I think op-
posites should marry. But tempera-
ments slaould, of course, be sympa-
thetic. I mean to satisfy myself very
carefully that the woman I marry is
congenial in tastes and habits. I
mean I want a 'sensible, well-balanced
and a well-educated girl. When
say well educated I don't mesa mere-
t one who has been through Girton ot
Lasser or Wellesley only, because she
might be very brilliant intellectually,
and be a very incapable housekeepee.
I think more unhappiness in marriel
life comes through slipshod house-
keeping than any other cause. I want
my wife to be strong, healthy and
good-tempered. But then I've go', lots
of time. It's not a thing 1 should do
hastily or without due consideration
Its a serious matter, choosing a part-
ner for life."
"You don't say anything about her
looks," said Mrs. Widger. with a smile.
"Well," said Percy, •'1 Genet want
her too good-looking. She receives no
much attention that she doesn't think
it necessary to pay any attention to
Misers. I've found that to be the case
with the girls around here. You must
have been an exception to that rule,.
mother."
Mrs. Widger said she had always
known how sensible Percy was. but
that little talk was an immense re-
lief to her, after all.
About a week after that Percy was
asked to a little party of young people
at Sanion's. Della Stinson was a
Lice girl, and her brother, Duke, was 1,
nice fellow. Per, decided to go.
When the maid opened the door for
him two girls were running down the
stairs. hand In hand. One was Della
Benson, and the other -
"Jessie," said Della, "let me intro-
duce Mr. Widger. Percy. this is me
very dearest friend, Miss Stralen."
Percy saw a slim, in fact, rather
weepy young woman with a pile of
yellow hair and big blue eyes that had
the most appealing look imaginable
until she smiled, and then they were
rather mischievous in their expression
She put out a hand, and Percy's pulse
as be took It made 30 beats above nor-
mal
so constantly that vacations are tee
and far between. Not often does he
obtain a recess. Shall he go to the
mountains, to the old homestead, to
the inland springs or the shore? Shah
he accept a frined's invitation to join
him on a yacht, or possibly shall he
go on a bicycle tour over a distant
state? He finally decides on one jaunt
or another, with no ultimate object,
except to have a good hol.eay.
Yet on the yacht or in the farmhouse
or by the way he is to meet al stir)
whose eyes shall capture his heart
who snail change the face of the w
for NM for the rest of his life.
"Row came Hugh to marry Belle
I once asked, wondering at what see
ed an Incongruous marriage, the hi
band a man of profound culture all
varied learning, while the wife wasbrilliant social butterfly, who cared foilittle except personal adornment andbeautiful surroundings..,
"Oh," said the friend who answerc
me, "they met on a slow steamer cross-ing the Atlantic. Nearly everybody onboard was seasick. But they had In
common the fact 04 they. wero Loth
rood sallorsi ,and by •tli? 'time thee
"You're just In time," said Mies
Seralen. "We're going into the kitch-
en, arei I'm going to melte fudges. I
can t boil water tv,thout b ruing it,
but I can make fudges. Can't I.
Della"
Then had a jolly time In the kitch-
en—that is, it would have been jolly if
some of the fellows had not acted so
like fools with Miss Stralen. But of
course that was hard to avoid. Percy
felt conseems that he ectori ra'her that
stogy himself. It was a little lock of
d , that yellow hair that had got astray
iland curled itselfweteross Miss Stralen's
I bent-flushed cheek that made him feel
particularly idiotic.
But she let him beat the fudge.
And once she looked at him side-
ways with a little smile that--!
All the way home that night Per
thought of that little smile, and th
I the curl of yellow hair, and he tel
e peculiar pulse acceleration again.
a in Percy, wasn't it? He couldn't
p for thinking of those things.
MI they were married within ate
ths. Percy and bliss Stralen. Patsy
't want to wait that low--Ckk•
Teeny lse•-• s. I
IMIIII.•••••••••••••Jr.
•
NOf IN THE CIRCUS TRUST..
Paducah, Saturday, July 14
Presenting under Ten Acres of Vv'aur Proof Tents
1500 RARE noel) COS'OLY WILD ANIMALS
is
Double Herd of Elephants. Punderubi-. Perturg:ing Pachyderms. Present-
ing a Program Lennie ot Pc: ta:
Stupenduous Realistic Production BATTLE OF WOUNDED
Introducing soo Indians, Cuebcys, Scouts and Soldiers,
_ -
KNEE.
THE LEAVENSWORTH ZOUAVES. Direct from a Successful Euro-
pean Trip. Am:I-ice's Greatest Olilitary Company, Presenting
Butt's Manual of Arms ,to Musk.
TWO COMPANIES OF CAVALRY
Late of the it. S. Army, in expert feats of horsemanship.
ELLSWORTH FEMALE ZOLIAVES.
SEE CAPT. WINSTONPS WONDERFUL EDUCATED SEALS.
THE LUCUZON SISTERS Wonderful Aerial Iron Jaw Act
FLYING BANVARDS, Sensational European Aerialists
_
The Latest Foreign Novelty, Mr. James Dutton and Mlle, Winnie Van,
Grand Spectacular Double Riding Act.
McNutt Troupe—A:trial Cycle Whirl Riders. Prof. Nygard's School of
Wondedrrfully Trained Menage Horses—la in ndfnber. ao Male and
Female Riders 2o. 300 daringGymaasts, Niiisbie Aerobe!: :eel Tal-
ented Aerialists, The Pick of All Arenic Celebrities.
FORTY MERRY OLD CLOWNS
GRAND $300,000,00 STREET PARADE
3 Miles of Gold Bedeck:el Wagons and Charoes, Prancing ,Ienees, fleas
fo Rare and Costly Wild Animals, and including the season's
newest novelty, a quarter of a million dollar repredec-
tion of the Battleships of our Navy.
The Grand Musical Ballet..-. 500 Men Women and Children in the Cast
Chief White Thunder's Band of Indians. so Bucks, Squaws and Papeoses•
- —
THE CELEBRATED BANDA ROSA, of so Soloists, under (Erection of
Antonia Oliveto, give one huts' r esical program before each
performance.
TWO SHOWS DAILY RAIN OR SHINE
—'5'
EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAP $74P
 A DS
LEA0i1 E PARK.
PADUCAH vs VINCENNT•
JULY 11, 12 AND 13
GENERAL ADMISSION 25c
OR'. 'J STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS fa CTS.
SALE SMI Tif & NAGEL'S,
FOURTH & B ROADW NV.
GAME CALLED AT 4:00 P. M. HARP,
Before Radii
01(10, Bicycle ii
New One See
WILLIAMS BI(11
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fift,
.asuL_taka--your--old- heel-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLI..,
Remember this is he cheapest hr use in os :or 7'•'
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished (Or any , se of e
machinists in our repair shop. All work Fre ,
Books, Music, S
A SPECIAL OFFERING hN
BOOKS—We have just tece:: ed s hipment
veep- one good, every one Worth Aoc. (41),
MUSIC- -As Usual our offer is mists(' al. soo
instruments, each .............
300 latest 15.517,:•5, rt'IC;74*1:1 di • leg Iti
eonly) at 15c, two for 
Ili;
STATIONERY—An extra fine as,, it-anent of Papers,
to 5oc, cloth linish, at 
The first that climes gets the plums of Oh '•.t AOk
our new 25c per pout d paper.
Harbour's Book D(
am
'1
 .—
""0111111115111811:21/MIPIIMETAMMINIIMMIlli
reeiFT`r,
Henry's
Headache
Powders
ley appreciated
. people who suf-
eitches—sei ire or
ea' or chronic.
rail • to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Winutes.
J flehischlaecer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
aselomson
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack
et company—the cheapest and hes
excursion oet of Paducah.
38inn For the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleasere, comfort
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Beats leave esieh
'Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in
For other information apply to Jai.
Eoger, superintendent: Frank L
!Brown, agent.
- 
-
Why will you suffer'
Whee
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
• cure that awful pain
Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on US, Or Phone 38 Or 237
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
16.177!3: •
DECIDE KIND
OF NEW BRIDGE
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT COM-
MITTEE MEETS WITH
BOARD OF WORKS.
They Will Dee:ie the Character of
New Bridge to Be Used So Bids
Can re Secured.
This afternoou Chairman Harry
Hank of the joi:it public improve-
ment committee for the city legisla-
tive boards will have his committee
meet with the board of public works
for especial purp -ise of making some
be built across
the Fourth stref •
The committee
the board of works
ef creek where
lge now stands.
) have met with
last week, but
failed to do so, on account ot the
Fourth of July, Avhi711 occurred the
day the board usually meets, causing I
a misunderstanding Nbot the session.
The committee and board of works
will determine just waht character
of bridge shall go across the creek
at that point. When they do this
they will then put in the bridge jour-
nals published over the country an
advertisement describing the cbarac-
:er of structure. The bridge builders
will then know just exactly what is
wanted, and can bid intelligently up-
ti. :he proposed work.
Tomorrow, as soon as tile Kind of
br:dge is designated, the advertise-
ment will be sent away, as the com-
mittee and board has power to act
up to procuring bids and presenting
them to the full legisT.ative bodies for
confirmation or rejection.
It is believed the new structure. will
cost in the neighborhhood of $2o,000,
and it will be up by the time winter
sets in.
PEACE IN PHILIPPINES
TORTURED BY
ITCHING SCALP
Eczema Broke Out Also on Hands
and Limbs --- Suffering Intense --
Doctors Said Too Old to Be
Cured—An Old Soldier of' 80
Years Declares:
" CUTICURA TREATMENT
IS A BLESSING"
"At all times and to all people I am
willing to testify to the merits of Cu-
tieura. It Bayed me from worse than
the tortures of hades, about the year
1900, with itehing on my scalp and
temples, and afterwards it commenced
leneakeeut nn  niy 'atm& 
broke out on my limbs. I was advised
to use salt and water, which I did, to
no effect. I then went to a Surgeon, who
commenced treating me with a wash of
borax. This treatment did me no good,
but rather aggravated the disease. I
then told him I would go and see a phy-
sician in Erie. The reply was that I
could go anywhere, but a case of
eczema like mine could not be cured;
that I was too old (80). I went to an
eminent doctor in the city of Erie and
treated with him for six months, with
like results. I had read of the Cu-
Ovum Itereeclies often. I was strongly
teniptcd to give them a trial, so I sent
for the Cuticura Soap, Ointrnena, and
Resolvent and continued taking the
Resolvent until I had taken six bottles,
stopping it to take the Pills. I was now
getting better. I took two baths a day,
and at night I let the lather of the Soiip
dry on. I used the Ointrr.ent with
great effect after washing in warm
water, to stop the itching at once. I
am now cured.
"The Cutieura treatment is a blessing
and should be used by every one who
has itching of the skin. I can't say any
more, and thank God that He has given
the world such a curative. You can
use this letter as you please. A very
much befriended man, Wm. H. Gray,
3303 Mt. Vernon St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
August 2, 190.5."
Complete External and Internal Treatment tor every
nageor,frost Pimple. to Scrofula, front Wilsey to Aye,
eserlatleg of Cutlettra Soap, lac., 
NI* 
Ointment. Me., Resole
int. Mk (In forme of Chocolate floated 2fic. Prr • /Li
prf let, rosy Dr and of all drawlers. A single eet often curie.
Plow, Drug a Chem. Corp , Role Pf opee , &mato, Naas
Mallnd Erne,. Bow to Caro DisAgartai Humors.'
The heros Will Make Trouble, but -
Army Should be Reduced.
VVetehingeon, July so.— Lieuteretet
General H. C. Corbin is in Washing-
ton for special duty on the board ap-
pointed to select cancticlutes for as-
eigternent to the general staff. Gen-
eral Corbin recently returned from
the Philippines. where he ins been
in, command.
, 'Conditions in the islands are now
1 settled," he said: "The 30.000 eforos
and scattered over a wide territory arc
DRUG STORY-S.1
Seventh and Jackson St 'Phone 237,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone ea
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart
for die present subdued. They may
remain so for twenty-five weeke or
twenty-five years; no one can tell
how long. Airy disturbance among
them has no more relation to con-
ditions) in the islands generally than
an outbreak of Apache Indiarts would
have to the Disericit of Columbia.
"There will soon be no need of
maintaining our present force of TO,
000 or 12,000 men in the islands in
order to ierep order and I believe it
eihoutlit be reduced to a permanent
footing of Soo° men."
The Regiirter, to cents per week
INSURE WITH
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office; 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Corne one come all and hear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
st., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from Sro to Seto put within the reach of the poor as well as the
weaRey. Remernoer at t n .,.
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
.00.
We have high elate operatic records from Sem, Saco. $3:00.
$4.00. $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. .We
don't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
neeclubs and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your 
Zono-
phone.. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both A
m-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will 
be
from 7 p. m. to so p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will 
take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonop
hone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't you
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paduclh, Ky.
RETAIL CLERKS'
NEW OFFICERS
NEW OFFICIALS WILL BE IN-
STALLED NEXT MON-
DAY NIGHT.
Knights of
•
Pythias Inducted New
Authorities Into Places Last
Monday Night.
:he Retail Clerfes' Union of this cite
has elected the officers to serve our
1.ng the ensuing six months, the new
officials to be installed into their re-
epeotive places next ellonclay evenine.
They were elected last Monday night
and are as follows: itert Gilbert
Presidenit; Zach Bryant, first vice
president; Gene Patton, second vice
president; Cliff Miller, gu de; Joseph
Risher, guard.
Knights of Phythias.
The Knigerei of Pythias, last Mon-
day night in their hall on Broadway
near Fifth street, installed tete fol-
lowing new officers: A. D. Buch-
anan, chancellor commander; R. L.
Paltrier, vice chancellor; F. S. John-
son, Prelate; Robeet Duke, master of
world; H. J. Bockharnmer, master of
arms; Jerry Mianford, inside guard
and  Robertron outside guard
New Corps.
Tow/morrow night, during the
meeting of Mianierm lodge of Odd
Fellows, the now officers will have
charge, as will those recently in-
stalled for Ingleside Friday evening.
The Love Spell.
I thettebit turon my lady I strode
Last night from labor, and bemoaned
my 101.
ITneeriain if s•he loves or loves me
\\Thin gives no sign or token; till tl,e
•-itt 
Bent rotiest and took' me prtet my
Levee's abode.
And then •,(nne happy chance, I know
not what
Mloved, me to try a cpell long time
forgot.
By 'Which issue may be clear
for ester-need
plucked a poppy from the wayeede
grass
And struck it sharply on my naked
Ilrrfk
Striving to burst its inner heart. Alas!
The petias only. clung in painless
calm
And then I knew how this
never be,
That my dear Love's dear Ilea
should, break for me.
—Edward Cracroft Lefroy.
boo House.
Mechanicsburg near mills. Re
$6o per year. Good Investm t.
Cash. 40 feot
Whittemore Real Estate Age
Fraternity Building. Both Pho es
S35
PROOF THAT YOU
NEVER CAN TELL.
The artistic structure of soap that
the storekeeper was building only
lacked a few dozen cakes of comple-
tion, but that necessitated the open-
ing of a new box, and the architect,
after a lingering look, of pride on his
work, went to the back room after
the cold chisel. At that moment Bud
Jones entered the store and, with a
sidelong glance and grin at Washing.
Lon Hancock, pulled out the key cake
of the arch and fled, whooping with
delight at the ruin that strewed the
counter and the floor.
"It's too doggone bad, Rufe." said
Hancock, consolingly, to the store-
keeper. "I don't reckon he knowed
that you'd been all mornin' fun' i
up. He jest allowed he'd have a little
sport with you. ;here ain't no real
harm in Bud an' cussin' never done
a* good to nobody, nohow."
alf be don't come to be hung I miss
my guess,' said the storekeeper,
wrathfully.
"You don't know," said Hancock.
"He might make a good reformer.
He's give you a chanst to make a
right smart better dutunny than you
had afore. If he hadn't been askeered
o' you he might have told you how to
build it up again. No sir-ee, you can't
never tell what a boy is goin' to turn
out nor what his raisin' is goin' to
do for him. Jever hear of Gosport
Scubberly?"
"No, nor I don't want to," replied
the storekeeper as he began to pick
up the scattered res.p.
"You don't know until you do hear
about him," (cid lianeock equably.
'You probly think he s a new brand
o' prunes, but he ain't, lie's a pros.
p'rous citizen, an' I remember the time
.vben it was the gen'ral opinion that
we'd never amount to a hill o' beans.
Bud Jones Is worth a ten-acre lot tail
o' boys like Gos Scubberly uster be,
an' Gos owns a right smart o' real
estate in San Francisco an' draws a
tal'ry that 'ud make your mouth
eater. lister be runnin' around bare-
foot right in this village.'
"It's the smart ones what eta out
of it," remarked the storekeeper.
"Gos wasn't smart," said Hancock.
"He was about as ornery an' triflin' a
boy as ever gladdened a fond mother's
heart He wasn't enough of an idjlt
to put in the state asylum, but he
dici'nt lack much of it. He was as
homely as a mud fence an' as lazy as
—as Marie Parsons. there. His moth-
er jest kep' him out o' school an'
didn't do a single Hein' thing but feed
him up an' make over hile—'specially
feed him up. He was hog fat. Didn't
do nothin' but eat an' sleep. Nobody
blamed him, either, for lidUs' Soubberly
was a little the best cook that ever
drew the breath o' life in Missouri'.
"She was a 'Adder woman an' Gos-
port was ail the young one she had.
Scubberly left her a good farm an
she sold it an' bought mortgages an'
lived in town. She took a notion that
Gos was delikit an' wasn't likely to
live long an' she hardly let him out
of her sight.
"Well, as I was urn', ML.' Scab-
berly was a No. 1 cook. She could
make wadies that 'ud jest melt In
your mouth, an' make pies that if
you wunst tasted 'em you'd never feel
right satisfied with pie ever after, an'
she'd take herbs an' davorin's an'
to chickens
an' tunrink.ellysana'nd°' butcher's 
you'd never dream could be done to
'em. She made a little garden out
back of the house an' raised all Man-
ner of garden truck an' she was all
the time lookin' around in the store*
for euthin' good or studyin' up re-
ceipts in the paper for sutitie new
that she reckoned might tempt Gos-
port' delikit appetite.
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
git to be denial His vittles bad to
be about jest so for him to eat 'em
at all. Hw'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too much flavorin'
in 'taller an' too little in suthliz' else
You never seen nothin' like it. An'
all the time folks was sayia' what
would become o' Gosport when he
growed up, him never doin' • lick or
gettin' any sense or gumption. They
tinly got to talkin' to the ',Adder about
it, an' they did get her sorter skeered,
SO she pinched an' skimped herself
to lay up a little•money for Gos. But
she didn't skimp him none. She
cooked an' put, up preserves an'
sasses moron ever, an' worked liar
der'n ever in the garden.
"Finly when Goa was about 20 years
old she give up an' died.'
"What did the boy au then?" asked
thestorep et stor keeper,.l o k ukt for a place 
to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left hi','
close on to $10,000, an' he tried to
buy suthin' to eat with it. But ther4
wasn't nothin' in town ft, so he took
a steamer one day an' went down the
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back In
a year broke an' ready for plain hog
an' hominy, but he wasn't."
"Speculated with the $10,000?'
queried Parsons.
"No," replied Hancock. "lie spent
all an' then got a good job. Wen-
eilaus Stevens came back from San
rancisco an' said he seen Gosport
ere. He was taster for a big tea
house. They said he had the finest
palate In the whole trade. He's still
makin' money on that palate. Ornery,
fat an' lazy an' ign'rant as ever, but
he's makin' big money."
"The old lady done well by him,
after all, then," commented the' store'
keeper. "He'd -probly have been on
tbe county if she hadn't idgercated
hIllpaloante;"I d know," said Hancock.
thoughtfully. "He might %Aye does
tol'able store, t
Dally News
Cyclone losurdoce
$6.00 FOR $1.000 F0R„5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Buildiog. Both Phones 369
•  del
OurHandsome Spring fabrics
AREINOW ON DISPLAY
IIMMItaelmonigneagnaggml
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W
STYLES FOR SMART TAI
FORD. THE PATH OF T
EASY AND ECONOMICAL
CLOTHES WE STAND F
TURN OUT.
ILL FIND THE CHOICEST
LORING THE MARKETS AF-
HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
OR EVERY GARMENT WE
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, Igo6.
SOUTH BOUND No. rot
Leave Cincinnati ... 8:2o a.m
Leave Louisville  12,01 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville  
Leave Evansville  
Leave Nashville 
Ceave Hopkinsville 
Leave Pr'ncetrm 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paduzah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Globs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson  
Azrire Mempeis
Arrive New Orleans I
2:28 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:08 P.m..
12:5o pen.
•
4:55 DAIL
6:to p.m.
6:r5 p.m.
7.20 p.m.
8:06 pm.
8:13 p.m,
- s -to p.m,
10:35 a.m.
No.
6:oo
9:40
6:3o
12:08
:03
140
4:40
7100
9:45
2:27
3:40
3:45
103 No. 121
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m,
p.m.
p M.
p.m.
a in.
a.m.
a.m.
4'50 a.m.
5:51 a.m.
6:ot cm
7:15 a.m
8:ao a.m.
8:15 p.m.
7:30 sin,
 
 :
911 705 
am.
12:30 p.m_
:38 p.m.
8:3o a.m.
8:o5 a.m.
11 :30 IL M.
2:35 p.m.
4 15 PM.
4:30 Pell.
600 p.m.
• •
• •
• •
•
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
A rr, ve
Arrive
A rrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
NORTH BOUND
New Orleans 
Memphis 
Jackson, Tenn. 
Rives 
Fulton 
Paducah 
Paducah 
Princeton 
Hopkirsir 
 
. 
Nashville 
Evansville 
Nortonville 
Central City  ...
Horse Branch 
Owensboro 
Louisville 
Cincinnati 
• • •
.• 
Ne. 102
7:10 p.m,
6:45 am.
8:07 /.111.
to:15 a.m.
11:20 a.m.
11:25 a.m,
12:39 pm.
6:15 p.m.
9:23 p.m.
345 P.m
:28 p.m.
2:os p.m.
3:06 p.m.
*455 P.m.
5:15 P.m.
9:15 p.m,
No. soa
9:15 a.m.
8:5o pm_
10.10 p.m.
11:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
143 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
3:03 a.m.
5:20 a.m.
8:to a.m.
9•45
3:5r a.m.
430 a.m.
5 lft ant
ft no a.m.
7:so A.m.
rave noon
e. 120
6 oo
740 a.m..
7:5o Cm.
g:sip
10:35 a.m.
II 1.111.
12:35
4:55 Pm.
4:55 P =
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ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago 
Arrive St. Louis 
. 00
No. eo6
1240 p.m.
4:25 Pen.
6:3o a.m.
8:30 p.m.
No. 3p4
420 DAIL
8:40 pin.••.. 6:30 a.m. ... 
7:20 a.m.
SOUTH SOUND No 305
Leave St. Louis  7:45 ainl.
Leave Chicago  2:50 Lee
I.eave C,abondale  11:40 2.M.
Arrive Paducah  3:35 Pelle
No. 375
9:4o p 
m.
6:20 p.m.
7:05 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
CALRO-NASHVILLE. LINE.
N CRT BOUND 101-804
Leave Nashville  leo a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville  i 1 :20 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 Ii313.
Law- Paduca  - - - 6a5 pot.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 P.=
Arr've St. Louis  7:20 a.m,
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m.
135-835
6:40 a.ca.
7:45 am.
9:25 LITT,
•••
. .... • tar
- _943o- a.m.-- ---t•
It:to a.m.
4:30 litm
9:30 pm,
 •
• •
v•-•-•-•-•
...
• • •
SOUTH BOUND r2.-8a 136-836
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:40 a.m.
Leave St.Losis .  9:40 
p.m.
1:30 p.m.
Leave Cairo -  6:oo a.m. 5:55 p.m.
Arrive Paducah .  7:43 a.m. 7:40 p.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:ro p.m.
Arrive Princeton ..  9'29 am 4:45 9.m.
Arrive liopkinsville .  6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m.
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Trains marked en run daily except Sunday. All other trains ni
daily. Trains 103 and t04 carry through sleepers between anc1221
Memphis and New Orleans; trains TOI 2.11a z1m sleepers between Louis-
ville. Memphis and New Orleans, Trains Sot and 822 sleepers betwe
Paducah and St. Louie. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chica
littler. For ftirther information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Liotiaville, Ky.
TOT-TN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A. Memphir, Testi.
S G. P. A., Cluleag•lit
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A.. St. Lats.!, MA.
AteasieuiLiteadieseimmiimitaaerageatureeleape etreameaLleSegall
4
•
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BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
, ....of the Higheal: Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
t. "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
GREAT SALE:1
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA.
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
1211=2222::=1:2=====
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
lac pet roll.
•. Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc.
... Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
%C. C. Leo. 315 Bwav.
GOOl MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line oil
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sleds
etc, various grades and various paces.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
•
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones 20T. 132 South Fourth Sc., 325 Kentucky Aaenuo.
224 Broadway
AMIE
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
:Prices Reasonable.
J. is Bleich,
PADUCAH, KY.
The Regibter, delivered, . 10c per week
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
•?EA L &TA TE A GENC7
10,01.,1 -„,f4 orAi FS".; irESTI2RN ‘fC frkri ! VI! Y. FA,RM ;, gm:*
.34`: "".7: 
"..• P I.' " "3711"5 7114m
.e • • A.. - -
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RENEWING
LICENSE
FORTY-TWO BUTCHERS AND
GARDNERS HAVE PAID
THEIR MONEY.
Already About $1,goo Has Been Re-
ceived From This Source by
City Treasurer Dorian.
The butchers and gardners hold-
ing benches and stalls on the market
at Second and Broadway are having
their license renewals issued them
by the board of public works. The.
licenses are taken out semi-annually
The marketers and butchers occu-
pying the benches put in their writ-
MISS ANNA LEE IS
TOSE CONDITION
OF TIME.
6s.
-
SENSELESS
.osommossomme..--
The Popular Novelist
9 hear you are at work on a nes
aovel."
"Yes."
PART OF TIME 74cct.oliii!ttokbnroi:i out?'tThe higheol
bonus I have been caered so far is
3nly 870,000, and unless the publishers
show an inclination to be more liberal
IN COMA- I may burn it. I can't afford to
MOST ,heapen my work in the estimation of
.he public."—Chicago Record-Herald
TUTTLE LOCKWOOD ABLE TO
BE OUT WITH INJURED ARM
MRS. EVA HERDY CAN HOB-
BLE AROUND ON CRUTCH-
ES WITH HER FRACT-
URED ANKLE.
City • Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
—Wes That the Mud Baths
Have Made Him Feel
Much Better.
en VII l1
approved, take their renewal to City
Treasurer John J. Dorian and there
deposit the license money charged
them to occupy the stalls, wh'c':
serve these people just the same as
a business location for any other
mercantile calling.
There are seventy-two stalls
benches altogether at the market,
and out of this number forty-two
have paid their license money for
the ensuing six months, whle if the
other old occupants do not do like-
wise right away the stalls will be
rented to others who wart them and
stand ready to put in their applica-
tion for them. The treasurer has re-
ceived something like $1,9no since
the first of the year from the raarl.et
ers and butchers ,while the total rev-
cnue expected for the second half
year's use of the benches is about
$.3,500.
NARROW ESCAPE
Louisviire Man Knocked Down by
Lightning Bolt.
Louisville Post: Paul Plaschke,
the versatile cartoonist and artist of
the Evening Post, whose work is
, known all Over the country, had a
"tawny escape from death bate Saour-
day aitsenoon from a strokie of light-
ning. asthich descended in the front
yard of his home in New Albany.
Plaschke had just returned
home from Louisville. and after
standing for a moment on the porch.
went inside. 'That instant the, bolt
(dl. Mr. Maisel-Ike. who was just in-
die door, was knocked down
an his little son was thrown from
No chair in the dining room Every
lie* in the house went out and havoc
mac played with the articles on the
porch. If the 'bolt had fallen two
seconds earlier Mr. Plaachice would
certainly have been killed. As it was
he was badly shakan up. but not
otherwise injured!
Light Franchise to be Sold.
Louisville, July to.—The board of
public work's, will this week advert'=e
for hide for the so-callod "Aniurrton:
Jones electric lighting franchise.
Title advertisement will run fel{ Six
Weektg, and will five inserted in electric
liAting journals throngdiotte the
eontstry
Two how before the bida are
openeill prospective bidders will be
required' to deposit certified checks
for $to.00la. which 1-s half of else up-
set price of $20.000.
Asheville, N. C•,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
pates of Sale July 25, 26, and 27th
toofi limit August 8th. tgofi. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 30th, 1916. Round trip
rate $15.25.
J. T. Donovan. Agent. City
Office 510 Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
Depot.
Nonce.
Bids wanted for the painting of
outside woodwork on Washington.
Longfellow and R. E. Lee school
houses. Leave bids at Dr. Harry
Williamson's office. For information
see F. Hoyer. Superintendent Padu-
cah Public School Buildings.
Venice.
Love in the Ygni Sue for One-Tenth of aoo Acres in
recall Heart of Kansi C ty.
Nrtirbnight. and Venice, and those skies 
s 
of June, 
----- -
Thick strewn with stars, 
Kaneas City. July To.- - The title
the still lagoon
•
when from to real estate valued at $ in6o.o0o.00 , 
We gliclid noiseless, the dim canal? 
the West Bottoms disrtict of this
city 
h 
uef 
the
se.rvk affly overs"scff :47 anti 1. 
e
rini  R:rt e fe.` 11.val by articlesbn 
brought
efiledinth o 
q stion
e 
into
heat in tnne
With passionate memories,
young moon
Lit up on dome andl tower
wall,
We &earned what ghosts o
love mule pant
Of that !iv* arbi
amorowe air:
I. saw shoo^ tieth henime
vow hair
Those tweezes 'Warm, with
lov.
Miss Anna Lee, of Harrison near
Tentk street, although resting well,
continues improving slowly from the
attack of brain concussion produced
by alighting upon her head one
week from tonight when she leaped
from a buggy at Wallace park when
the horse became frightened at ex-
plosion of the fireworks. The young
lady lay senseless for several days,
but now is in a comatose condition
only occasionally. The doctors feel
greatly encouraged over her condi-
tion, but the case is of that character
which may take a turn for the worse
any hour.
Up and About.
Tuttle Lockwood is up and about
at his home two miles from this city
on the road going by Oak Grove
cemetery. The doctors say it will be
something unusual if his arm is not
stiff for lifetimt, as the injury was
quite a seriou sone. He got it
caught in the belt of an engine oper-
ating a corn shelter at his country
home last week.
Walk on Crut7iies.
Mrs. Eva nerdy is able to walk on
crutches at the residence of her
brother-in-law, City Jailer Thomas
Evitts at Fourth. and Kentucky ave-
nue. She cannot yet milunt the
steps. Two weeks ago while out
driving with the jailer's family the
horse became frightened, he...leaped
cut and her ankle was fractured. It
will be several weeks yet before the
injured bone knits thoroughly.
Feeling Better.
A letter received yesterday morn-
ing from City Solicitor James Camp-
bell, Jr., stated that the mud baths
at Martinsville, Ind., were doing his
rheumatism much good. Ile is feeling
greatly improved, although undergo-
ing the treatment only five days. He
will remain there for an indefinite
period.
Not Yet Moved.
Contractor George Katterjohn has
not yet been moved from his private
ward in Riverside hospital to his res-
idence, although the physicians ex-
pected to do so a few days ago. He
is doing so well the doctors will let
him remain at the instition a short
while longer.
Quite Sick.
Mrs. William Hughes is quite ill
at her home on West Jefferson street
and arrangements are being made to
take her to some Northern point for
her health. She had been intended to
leave yesterday, but the unexpected
ceath of her brother-in-law, Mr. Has-
kel Hughes, caused an alteration of
the plans.
Mother Is HI.
Manager J. F. Lagerwahl, of the
American Express company, ha;
gone Ito River Falls, Wisconsin,
where he was called by the serious
illness of his mother.
Others Ailing.*
Mrs. Joe A. Miller is able to sit
up at their home on South Sixth
street. where she has been contin:d
the past month with illness.
Mr. Ned Ashbrook is confined at
their home on North Fourth street
with an attack of stomach trouble.
HEIRS CLAIM Mo.coo.000
.5 1
Summer night do
c
wn heart
'hitt the
that
r.:cor(ler of deeds. The proceeding is
designed to cast a cloud upon the
title of aoo acres of land in the
tsholesale district.
-I palace The claim for one-tenth if this
property is made by the heirs of
John McCarty, who base their claim
„bum, evil the statement that he with nine
• (Aber men in 1857 formed a copart-
ced nership and bought the ano acres. In
1858 the other nine men i'ormcd
one corporation and 'sold all uI t lani.
- 
but McCarty lv:s riot a iy.i-ty
ygone
I 1) a Re)ter want ad.
• .
Disgusting Stupidity.
"Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
politician, throwing down his paper.
"They've gocu and uoi-inated Bullunen
for congrtss!''
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch?" asked his wife
' Why, he's a good man. isn't he.? I've
always heard people speak well of him."
"That's just it. We could have won
here this fall with an)LJ.iy."—Chicago
Record-Herald.
Goad Man Ohne.
Cholly—I say, "Id is It tru-
(hat youaa wife hua--or--....out
your valet?
Ferdy—Ya-as. Lts•sustIn', isn't It'
oily—Cheer t.p, we boy on
take it to heart., y' Kr ow.
Ferdy—But, coriontid it, where am
to find another eas.la valet?—Cleve
land Leader.
No Cl-atace.
Friend—Going to co-vict that bur-
glar?
Prosecutor—It can't be done.
Friend—Why, the evilence seems
plain enough.
Prosecutor—Yes; • but the house he
rubbed was occupied by the president
at a tile insurance Lorn.asny.—Chicage
aun.
TLe Ou./ Zope.
Mrs. Who:4,1er— ,ou tell me, Herr
Vogleschnitael, that wy daughter cal,
aever become a siuecr! is there no hope
:or lo.r?
Herr \'ageitinnitzel—Vell, matam,
you migh.lt put her on a diet of canary-
alretty, undt see v..t dot vill do mit
Always the Contrary.
Sharp—W Lt du you think of Gaylord
from amoral poiLt of. view ?
Blunt—Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wire says be is posi-
tively winked.
Sharp—Huh! In that case he must be
an angel.—Chicago Daily News.
Principles of Medicine.
Eaculaptus s as founding the science
of medicine.
"Boys," he observed, "are only sick
on school days, while the relatives of
cooks are always.111 on holidays."
With this simple axiom he entered on
his practice.—N. Y. Sun.
That's ILfferent.
"So." said the tourist, "you don't like
It in the wheat belt?"
"Nossir," replied the tramp. "Work is
too hard ter gct,—"
"Eh?"
"--trway from. '—Chicago Sun.
Altar Worms.
"Why did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the bench?" asked the
mother robin of her offspring.
"Somebody told me it was a book-
worm." replied the hungry young bird.
—Yonkers Statesman.
Combination Changed.
Patience—I thought you said Will had
the key to your heart?
Patrice—So he had; but since I met all
those men at the beach, this summer, I
think Le s lost the combination.—Yonk.
era Statesman.
E. H. URVEA R,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky_
New 'Phone 49o,
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,'
Insurance, Corporation and
Beal Estate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER. 0
Will practice in all courts oi Kens
tucky.
 
 •••••
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS. J
Rooms zo, it and 12, Columbia Bid,
. PADUCAII, KY.
ALBENV. BARKLEY:,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Pad ucak,
Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bomb
Marshall County; Paducah, Ks.,
Room 14 Fraternity Building ,
New 'Phone Ira. Old 'Phone 484.
3. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLE*,
WM. MA RB
Hendrick, Miler
stb Marbie
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Reoms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11 .1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTII FIFTH
s TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office 3118
•••••••••=10
DR. R. E. r. fARN6
BROOM-LILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444-
DR. ROBT. J.
120 NORTH FIFTH STREETd.
Both Phones 335 p0"
Office hours to to a. m., to 9
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
Or. Childi.tyl
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller—Mrs. DeSplurge told TT14 ,
that the new residence they're build Oice
ing han five entrances
Mr. Teller—Well, when the wolf
rives that'll keep him guessing
THE BRIDE'S TASK.
Mr. Justwed—Now that we are mar-
ried, dear, you have a serious task before
Mrs. Justwed—Wilet's that. George?
Mr. Justwed—You must rr ive to my
misters that you are worthy of me.—To
p.eka State Journal.
Worse Still.
Some sigh for day s that are no more,
13111 not for them do I !lament;
The ones 1 regret are these
Which come too often. like GIs rent.
Y. Sun,
The Strailiit Tip.
Talkative Individual—Waiter! And
how is it, then, that you're not allowed
to take tips? Eh?
Waiter—Customers object, sir!
---- -
Accounted For.
• Landlady—I think very highly ol
these eggs.
Starboard—Ah. heirlooms in your
family?—N. Y. Sun.
Fft.r Paint ot V.
,
EYE, EAR, NOS:: N.
THROAT
and Residence, lloo.
Columbia Building
Phone aw,
Dr. Sidney
DENTIt;T
Office over Globe Baol, -7, nil
Co., 306 Bf0
C. MANNING SEAP.
Office 1707 MEI.
Telepheno 37'
••••••••••• •
DR. W. C.
Office jo6 ilroadw a '
Reaiknce, 819 'ILI.
Phone 149.
0 D. Scioni,,.
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Having just added a HARD WOOD FLOORING Department we are NOWMANI4FACTURING OAK, and BEECH
Flooring, end matchcd, bored and kiln dried., We are making especially low prices on house bills.
GET OUR. PRICES ON-"TWIN" OAK AND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
0145ZTE
OMPANY
BOTH PHONES 26 am OD LET US FIGURE WITH YOU 
THE REASON WHY
WE ARE MENTIONING
Phenol, Sulphur Candles,
,Chloride of Lime, Rat
and Roach Paste
Fly Paper, sticky and
poison, Platt's Chlorides
is because at this season they are es-
.sential to health.
HEALTH. I s J
Foul oder% decayine 4104,
kinds of vermin which cause sickness
and discomfort can be destroyed by
.using these preperations.
Always on hand at
Bring us your prescriptions.
McPherson ,s
Drug 'Store.
FOUR iTH AND BROADWAY.
sle •
-4 LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •'•
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-
. —Mir. C. E. Claire of Cincinnati, is
contemplating starting at 13so Soes'a
Third street here a factory to manta-
lecture rubber to cover she handles of
axere hatchets, etc.
—The drummers of this c'ty are
preparing for a big rally in Septerni-
lier, at which time an address will be
made by Mr. Jerry M. Porter. the
well knsowit traveiing man now fosse,
and who is a national director for
the T. P. A.
—Nearly all the sakxmiceepers
whose licences were renewed last
week, have signed their bonds, as
have also their sureties, at the office
of the evity clerile. who reported yes.-
terdny that only a few were left on
tin-signed list. These will he at-
-
tendled to right away as the acting
-clew*, George Lehdhard, has notified
the proprietors and bondamen they
name do this' immediately.
—Crety.Clerk Henry Bailey returned
last evening from Dawson Springs
ss:tsse t.: is sojourning for his health.
PERSONAL NOTES.
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Route Agent C. M. Fisher, of the
Southern Express company, 's in the
city from Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh will re-
turn to Chicago today aft r spending j
several days in the city.
Mr. James Wahl, the jeweler, arriv
pci resterdny from New Orleans to
attend the funtral of his mother,
Mrs. Catheryne Wahl.
Mrs. Henry Hafernjader of Cairo
and Mrs. Luther Shelby of Cape
Girardeau, Mo., are visiting Mrs. Don
Gilberto of South Fourth.
ASrs. Belle Mitchell has gone to
11:•nceton to visit.
Mrs. Henry Bradley and child and
Mrs. Elizabeth Teasdale, will leave
this week for the North.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ashcraft and
child of Louisville, have returned
home after visiting the former's par.I
eats, Major and Mrs. J. H. Ashcraft
of West Broadway.
Miss Harvey Amoss of Cobbs, Ky.,l
:s visiting Mrs. Oscar Starks.
Mrs. Jack. Calloway has returned
from Memphis, Tenn., where she;
visited her daughter, Mrs. Charles
Fryer, who .accompanied her mother
home.
Mr. Clarence Martin returned yes-
terday to Greenville, Ky., after a
business trip to the city.
Mrs. J. F. TIarth and children to-
day go so visit in Sherman, Texas.
Miss Maggie Nunemacher is visit-
ing in Rutherford, Tenn.
Conductor Morton Moore of the I.
C., will return today from Martins-
ville, Ind., where he has been taking
the mud baths for his rheumatism.
Mrs. Charles Webber and child of
Popular Bluff, Mo., yesterday went
to Dawson, after visiting Mrs. Will
Wright .
Miss Marjorie Martin went to
Greenville, Ky., yesterday to visit.
Mrs. Spottswood and Miss Frances
Gibson of Clarksdale, Miss., are visit-
ing Mrs. John U. Robinson.
Mrs. Thomas Hall went toDawson
yesterday to visit.
Mrs. Sydney Smith went yesterday ,
to visit in Prospect, Tenn., accom-
panied by her cousin, Miss Mary Les
May of that city, who has been
visiting here.
Bids Wanted. Ehree More Saloon
Sealed bids will be received for
r"Tvs' Tticti(nv of., a,. heck church in 
License Taken Away
Smithland. Ky., until August 151, .
1006. Plains thy architect shown on
application. Brick, and stone on 104.
Foundation
CHAS. RUTTER,
WI J. CLARK,
C. H. WILSON.
Pouildbig Committee.
Jackson Street investment.
Three rnom 1206. Would
rent for $ioo per year. Pays to per
,Cent net. $700 cash
WHITT-P.:MORE ,ILEA1,, ESTATE
!AGENCY, Fraternity Building. P,oth
**phones F35.
WATZR NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
-reminded that their water rent ex-
pired June 30. Those who desire to
renew them should do so before it is
forgotten, as all premises not paid
for on or before Jelly sods will be
shut off.
The prompt payment of water
rents will save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties
and annoyance to the company.
Velvet
Chalk
A splendid face pow-
der that will not in-
jure the most delicate
skin. Only
Five Cents a Box
(Cont;nued from Page One.)
•Jemm Bulger of 1615 South Fourth
smelt.
The licence of John Dicke of South
Third street near Broadway was
granted on Mr. D34:flee filing a sworn
agdavit certifying that Roy Hurt has
no connection with the business..
'Dicke at-armed lip and took Hurt aw a -
partner because Dielre's health com-
pelled him to remain away. Hurt
printed sa.nt erhsocerie literature and
now Dicke has bought Iran out and
t, on convincing the aldermen Hart had
;so oonnectiem with the business the
license was granted
'Tie board then ordered that the
'money deposited by those relmsed a
license be returned tr the crwfirrx.
The bc•ard remained in session
•ri S 1.2 hearing the
R.W. W ILKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Druggists Fifth and B`way.
Both Phones r75.
t . rtr., duel it-wits
•ity an inesrsst;sio gathering.
Other Business.
After finishing with the saioons the
authsr'ties took up the question of
paving Washington street from First
to• Second. The property owners
down on that block do not want con-
crete sidewalks, 50 the heavy mer-
chandise wagons can back up to the
doors and unlsad. The city solictor
made a legal report on the matter,
saying the law required sidewalks.
It was decided, in order to get
around the law, that the board have
brought in an ordinance simply say-
ing the strest shall be paved with
In'ck and make no mestion of the
si:lewalks. Then the property metiers
can put down vitriVed brick pave-
ments and drive up on them.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
3014 at 
-17 e.;11:Mli
Gray's Buffet.
Palmer Howie Bar,
L. A. Lagomarsino.
•
RIVER RIPPLINGS. •
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Clyde gets out for the Ten-
nessee river. She remains up that
stream until next Monday night.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out imme-
diatly on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins left yester-
day for Evansville and comes back
again tomorrow.
The Reuben Dunbar gets in today
from Clarksville and leaves imme-
diately for Nashville.
The steamer Kentucky will come
out of the Tennessee river tomorrow
night and lay here until 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon before skipping
away on her return trip.
The Peters Lee leaves Cincinnati
this afternoon and gets here next
Saturday on her way to Memphis.
The Georgia LLee left Femphis
yesterday and gets here tomorrow
bound for Cincinnati.
The City of Saltillo left St. Louis
yesterday and gets here tonight late
bound for the Tennessee river.
The City of Savannah will pus
'
out of the Tennessee river tonight
en route to St. Louis. 
!
The Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
back tonight about it
Pony For Sale.
I have a nice pony for sale cheap.
Call 922 Trimble. PAT DROGAN.
Edmund P. Noble
Passed Away
(Continued From First rage.)
marriage he commenced building his
handsome residence on West Broad-
way, and lived only a few weeks
after getting installed in the palatial
home which, iticludIng furnishings,
cost something like Szo,000.
Mr. Noble had accumulated con
siderable wealth during his life, being
a large stockholder of the Globe
Bsnk and Trust company, also of the
Paducah Banking company, of the
Paducah saddlery company of Fourth
and Jefferson streets, of the Noble-
Overbey branch house at Paris,
Tenn., and other enterprises, w‘lle
;n addition he was rested with much
realty.
Besides Ins wife and children the
deceased is survived by several broth-
ers and sisters, who are Messes. Rob-
ert H.. Noble, Wiliam Y. Noble. of
thie city, John Noble of Calvert City,
KY., Mrs. Emma Clark and Miss
Mariam Noble of this city, and Mrs.
Mkislh Blanton of Grand Rivers, Ky.
His aged mother also survives him,
Mirs. E1iy-abet1 Noble of West Jef-
ferson, street. All 'his family were at
his bedside at <resolution, except his
brother, Mr. William Noble, who
was in Nashville, his sister, Miss Ma-
riann Noble, who is attending normal
sc'hool in Chicago. and his daughter,
Mrs. Sanders. who is undergoing
tratment at Martinsville, Ind., but
will be brought home toddy. The
others will also be here for the fun-
- - - 438 South Second St.
funeral services will occur over thei 
remains of Mrs.! Catherine Wahl at 4a64 sam-ne+RA 4,101$4-keaS•aid-S-;-"si-Sla=0-an*sW4VAor-it,Iii;i'ssioase
the family residence in 524 North
Fourth street. Interment follows at
Oak Grove cemetery. Rev. Wlliain
13.ourquini of the German Evangelical
chourcial will offliciate, while the pall
bearers are Messrs,. Z. H. Beyantt,
Charles Smith, J. Andy, Bauer, Loomis
Kolb, Sr., George Oehlschlaeger, Sr.,
and Joseph Wright.
Mr. Hughes' Funeral'.
The funeral 'services over the re-
mains of the late Me. Hastkel Hues%
will be heid this afternoon at 4730
u'olock at the residence on, Broad-
way near Sixth street. Interment
follows at Oak Grove cemetery.
The pall bearers are as follows:
Ellonorary—De. J. G. Brooks, J. W.
McKnight, Jtudge James Campbell
and Ha.rrison Watts Active—Saun-
ders A. Fcnyler, Emmet W. Bagby,
W. B. Kennedy, C. W. Sherrell,
Charles Weille and James Lang
HIGHLY PRArsTIY.
Premier of New Zealand Speaks High
ly of Municipal Ownership..
Chicago, July 9.—Sir Joseph Ward
premier of New Zealand', stopped n
Chicago yesterday long enough to en-
thuse over Chicago's fight for msmi-
c-ipal ownership, and Lady Ward
paused in her westward ioutuey for
•-rne sufficient to insist that woman
dwelt content in her country because
of equal suffrage.
Sir Joseph Ward said that Chicago
was just waking up to what had
proven a tremendous success en New
Zealand for thirty years. Hie said
New Zealand's street cars were ope-
rated under the very contract plan
proposed by 'Mayor Dunne, and that
the plan enabled New Zealand's
cities:
To operate electric care sitcoms
fully with one cent fares and univer-
sal transfers, and
To pay 13 per cent profit to the
rreunieipality awpd split 6 per cent with
the operating corporation.
I 'room is a Smashing city," 
sad
ihe 'prime minister, minister of rail-
roads and superintendent of postal
service. "I ought to know, for I've
done its mites of it today in an auto-
mobile
"But when it comes to municipal
ownershp. this new dream you're
The funeral services will occur to-
morrow afternoon at 5 o'clock at the
residence, with interment following
at Oak Grove c.!inetery. The remains
sere removed from the hospital re-
his late home.
Mrs. Wahl's Funeral.
This afternoon at 3:so o'clock the
pRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
Tri
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
cotiL.s(b.L.N.,
Steam and Hot Water neatino.
Mon 133. 529 Broadway. i
Abram L. Well de Co
• FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Stearn Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 726
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity'Bolding
OVIIICZ PHONE 484-a RESIDENCE PHONE wks
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
1 5% Horse Po wee Motor.
t I Morse Pewee Motor.
1 zo Horse Power Motor.
I soo Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
151-133 North /Fourth Street
1
waking top to has-been a reality with
us for thirty years. New Zealand's
Vitie, own and operate their- tractiosi
lines their gas vrorks, electric lighting
plant*, water works and all other
public utilities not controlled by tke
government
"And it's a tremendbus succesa
Ow- street car IiInea are operaaed ac-
cording to your Mayor Danne's cots
tract plan. The municipal' corposta-
tions manage the lines, pay the city
7 per cent on the investment awl
divide all earnings above. that
Earnings are Liberal.
"Th- total earnings are never less
than 14 or 15 per cent. The charge
is a penny a section, with universal
transfers. A section s about two
The maximum possible charge
for •any street car ridk is three pen-
nies."
Then the premier told how the
government owned the railroads, tele-
graph, telephone, coal conspanie s,
-btriklin*- 
. life
insurance _1Orripanie3 and a pension
system for every person over s'aty-
five years of age.
"And the only trust we hare is an
American trust.," he.- said. "IdS- the
International .11arionster (Tompany.,
and if it tried to isidercut (itsc.10esi'
dCalews wed curb
The Last Week
Auction
Sales
A' 
I
Daily
2:30 AND 7:3o P. M..
NSBARGAI FOR EVERB)DY,
HEWE WANT T CASH. /
Warren & Warren
JEWELERS.
403 3roadwa7,
BUY
RADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons • Elevator Bot.iTelephones 254.
Foot of W
Street.
e t Kentucky Coal Co. 
